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Innovation Soars with Fokker Services Group’s 
Unique Approach to Aircraft Solutions

Avionics repair and testing systems

Lockheed Martin handovers first two F-16 Block 
70 fighter jets for Slovakian armed forces

Feb 01st,  2024
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Akasa Air Deepens Commitment 
to Fuel Efficiency and 
Sustainability with addition of 
300 Leap 1B engines.

Akasa Air 
places 
order for 
more than 
300 Leap-
1B engines

Akasa Air and CFM International 
announced the order placed for 

more than 300 CFM LEAP-1B engines to 
power 150 Boeing 737 MAX aircraft, the 
sale of which was announced last week, 
in conjunction with French President 
Emmanuel Macron’s state visit to India. 
A servicing contract and additional 
spare engines are included in the deal. 
The Mumbai-based operator began 
operations in August 2022.

Vinay Dube, Founder and CEO of 
Akasa Air said, “Continuing to partner 
with CFM as our engine maintenance 
provider not only reaffirms our focus on 
operational reliability but equally un-
derscores Akasa Air’s relentless pursuit 
of world class safety. This significant, 
long-term agreement is testament to 
the confidence that CFM International 
has in Akasa Air. Continuing to partner 
with CFM as our engine maintenance 
provider not only reaffirms our focus on 
operational reliability but equally un-
derscores Akasa Air’s relentless pursuit 
of world class safety. With CFM as our 
long-term engine maintenance provid-

er, we remain confident in 
our path to becoming one of the 
top 30 leading airlines in the world, by 
the turn of this decade.”

With over 400 aircraft powered by 
CFM in operation and 2,500 LEAP 
engines in backlog, this new order 
expands CFM’s presence in India. The 
parent companies of CFM, GE Aerospace 
and Safran Aircraft Engines, have also 
made large investments in India to 
construct cutting-edge facilities for the 
production and maintenance of LEAP, as 
well as to form strategic alliances with 
Indian aerospace firms in support of the 
“Make in India” initiative.

Gaël Méheust, president & CEO of 
CFM International said, “Our custom-
ers, including Akasa, are seeing 15 to 
20 percent better fuel efficiency with 
their LEAP-powered fleets and it has the 
highest reliability and daily utilization 
rates in this thrust class. Today’s order 
will continue to bring these benefits 
to Akasa and support their continued 
growth, as well as play an important role 
in India’s economic development.”
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IAI’s Bedek MRO Division will carry out the engine MRO on the Cargo Aircraft 
Management Pratt & Whitney PW4000 engines at its cutting-edge facilities.

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) Aviation Group has 
inked a significant long-term contract to maintain 

and service Pratt & Whitney PW4000 engines for Cargo 
Aircraft Management (CAM), the leasing company of 
Air Transport Services Group (ATSG). IAI’s Bedek MRO 
Division will carry out engine maintenance at its cutting-
edge facilities, renowned as a global center of knowl-
edge and a leading Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul 
(MRO) house.

ATSG’s longstanding relationship with IAI, which 
includes the conversion of over 150 Boeing 767 aircraft, 
is further solidified with this newly signed contract. 
The agreement underscores the depth of cooperation 
between IAI, ATSG, and CAM, showcasing the value ATSG 
places on its partnership with IAI as it continues to de-
liver industry-leading services to its leasing customers 
in the United States and globally.

Ido Ben Cnaan, VP & General Manager, Bedek MRO of 
Aviation Group, Israel Aerospace Industries said, “For the 
last 70 years, Bedek MRO has been considered a world 
leader in the MRO sector, with extensive experience in 
the fields of maintenance, repair, and overhaul, for a 
variety of aircraft and engines – including the PW4000. 
We are proud of the confidence and long-standing coop-
eration with ATSG being strengthened with the signing 
of the current contract. IAI welcomes this long-term con-

tract and expects to deepen the business connections 
both between our companies, and with the American 
market.”

IAI’s Bedek MRO serves aviation companies and 
commercial operators worldwide, offering a com-
prehensive range of MRO capabilities for aircraft, 
engines, and subsystems. IAI’s support spans both 
wide- and narrow-body aircraft produced by leading 
manufacturers such as Boeing, Airbus, and Lockheed 
Martin. The Aviation Group excels in various areas, 
including the conversion of passenger aircraft to 
freighter configurations, business jets, aerostruc-
tures, aircraft upgrades, and more.

The Aviation Group’s recognition as a global center for 
aviation expertise positions IAI as a key player in the 
industry. Through its diverse activities, spanning military 
and civilian manned aircraft, MRO, business jets, and 
more, IAI continues to contribute significantly to the 
advancement of aviation technology and services. 

The long-term contract with ATSG’s Cargo Aircraft 
Management reaffirms IAI’s commitment to delivering ex-
cellence, reliability, and serviceable engine support. The 
collaboration between these industry leaders not only 
deepens business connections but also underscores the 
shared commitment to meeting the evolving needs of the 
American market and the global aviation community 

IAI to support PW4000 
engines of Air Transport 

Services Group

ENGINES
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AVI-OIL India has announced that Alliance Air has selected TURBONYCOIL 
600 to lubricate its regional fleet comprising ATR72 and ATR42 aircraft 

powered by Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC) engines.

AVI-OIL India [P] Ltd, a collabora-
tive venture involving Indian Oil 

Corporation Ltd., Balmer Lawrie and 
Co. Ltd., and NYCO France, along with 
its authorized distributor Tentacles 
Aerologistix, jointly announces that Al-
liance Air, a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Air India Asset Holdings Ltd (AIAHL), has 
selected TURBONYCOIL 600 to lubricate 
its regional fleet comprising ATR72 and 
ATR42 aircraft powered by Pratt & Whit-
ney Canada (P&WC) engines.

Vineet Sood, CEO, Alliance Air 
said,“We are delighted to confirm a 
seamless transition to our new engine 
oil NYCO TURBONYCOIL 600 . Our rigor-
ous multi-evaluation process ensures 
that the chosen supplier meets our high 
standards for quality, reliability, and 
cost-effectiveness. This move reflects 
our commitment to optimal engine per-
formance and a successful partnership 
with NYCO and Avi-Oil.”

TURBONYCOIL 600 is approved in line 

with demanding specifications, includ-
ing SAE AS5780 SPC Class and MIL-
PRF-23699 G STD Class. It is qualified by 
all major engine manufacturers such as 
General Electric, Pratt & Whitney, Pratt 
& Whitney Canada, Rolls-Royce, Safran 
Aircraft Engines, Safran Helicopters 
Engines, and CFMI. The lubricant, with 
over 35 years of usage in jet engines 
of military and commercial aircraft, is 
known for its reliability and adherence 
to stringent industry standards.

Rahul Pandey – Executive Director 
(Engg), Alliance Air said, “We started us-
ing NYCO TURBONYOIL 600 since Sept 
2023 and the support received from 
AVI-OIL for the smooth transition was 
commendable.”

This collaboration signifies a strate-
gic alignment between AVI-OIL, NYCO, 
and Alliance Air, aiming to enhance the 
efficiency and performance of the ATR 
fleet. The successful implementation of 
TURBONYCOIL 600 further strengthens 

AVI-OIL’s position as a trusted provider 
of high-quality lubrication solutions in 
the aviation sector.

“We appreciate this great opportunity 
to supply a field proven TURBONYCOIL 
600 to Alliance Air. We are commit-
ted to delivering quality products for 
optimal performance and look forward 
to a successful partnership for years to 
come,” said V K Mathew, CEO, AVI-OIL.

AVI-OIL India Ltd is a joint venture of 
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd., Balmer Law-
rie and Co. Ltd. (both PSUs) and NYCO of 
France established for the indigenous 
production / supply of aviation and al-
lied high-performance lubricants to the 
Defence Services, Civil Aviation and the 
Industrial sector. The products of AVI-
OIL include a wide range of lubricants, 
mostly synthetic, designed to meet the 
stringent requirements of operation 
in aircraft / equipment, over a wide 
temperature range and often hostile 
environment 

AVI-OIL India to supply 
TURBONYCOIL 600 NYCO turbine oil 

for Alliance Air ATR fleet
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SR Technics has announced the commencement of Heavy Maintenance 
Training for the Pratt & Whitney PW1100G-JM Engine, a state-of-the-
art Geared TurboFan, powers the newest generation of aircraft.

SR Technics, in a significant stride 
towards excellence, has announced 

the commencement of Heavy Mainte-
nance Training for the Pratt & Whitney 
PW1100G-JM Engine. This initiative 
aligns seamlessly with the company’s 
steadfast vision and mission, position-
ing SR Technics as a leading, custom-

er-centric, and innovative Mainte-
nance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) 
company. The PW1100G-JM Engine, 
a state-of-the-art Geared TurboFan, 
powers the newest generation of 
aircraft, reflecting SR Technics’ com-
mitment to staying at the forefront 
of technological advancements in 

SR Technics introduces Heavy 
Maintenance Training for Pratt & 
Whitney PW1100G-JM engine

aviation. With a focus on maintaining 
this cutting-edge engine, SR Technics 
aims to ensure the safety and reliabil-
ity of every flight that relies on the 
PW1100G-JM.

This training initiative marks a crucial 
chapter in SR Technics’ journey, empha-
sizing the convergence of vision and 
mission. By investing in training pro-
grams for the PW1100G-JM Engine, SR 
Technics is not only enhancing its own 
capabilities but also contributing to the 
overall competence and proficiency of 
the aviation industry.

“At SR Technics, we reach for the 
skies as the leading, most customer-
centric, and innovative MRO company 
on our way to maintain the newest 
generation of aircraft engine: the 
PW1100G-JM Geared TurboFan!” ex-
presses the company in a statement. 
This ambitious endeavor reaffirms 
SR Technics’ dedication to pushing 
boundaries and setting new standards 
in the aviation industry.

Customers can anticipate a height-
ened level of satisfaction as SR Technics 
propels itself to new heights in cus-
tomer service and technological prow-
ess. This development positions the 
company as a key player in the aviation 
ecosystem, dedicated to shaping the 
future of MRO services.

As SR Technics embarks on this 
exciting journey, the company invites 
stakeholders, partners, and aviation 
enthusiasts to join them in advancing 
the frontiers of excellence. The launch 
of Heavy Maintenance Training for 
the PW1100G-JM Engine stands as a 
testament to SR Technics’ unwavering 
commitment to innovation, safety, and 
the continual evolution of the aviation 
landscape 
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Lufthansa Technik and Air India Ex-
press at the recent Wings India event 

held in the Aerospace hub city of Hyder-
abad in the rapidly growing Telangana 
State of Southern India, formalized a 
significant agreement in the realm of 
Engine Maintenance Services (EMS). 
The contract outlines the overhaul of 
a minimum of three CFM International 
CFM56-7B engines, specifically for the 
Boeing 737-800 fleet operated by Air 
India Express.

This milestone agreement marks the 
first-ever collaboration between the 
international Maintenance, Repair, and 
Overhaul (MRO) provider, Lufthansa 
Technik, and the subsidiary of Air India. 
Beyond Engine Maintenance Services, 
Lufthansa Technik is already supporting 
a portion of Air India Express’s Boe-
ing 737 fleet with ad hoc repair and 
exchange of components, as well as 
Aircraft on Ground (AOG) Services.

Anil Jain, Head of Engineering at Air 
India Express said, “We are extremely 
pleased to announce this cooperation 

with Lufthansa Technik. Thereby, Air In-
dia Express now has access to Lufthansa 
Technik’s industry-leading experience 
and years of knowledge that will further 
assist us in our growth and operational 
reliability.”

Air India Express, a subsidiary of Air 
India and part of the Tata group, is a key 
player in the Indian aviation landscape. 
Operating over 2,000 flights weekly 
across 31 Indian domestic and 14 in-
ternational airports, the airline main-
tains a fleet of 63 aircraft, consisting 
of 35 Boeing 737 and 28 Airbus A320. 
The airline’s proposition encourages 
passengers to ‘Fly As You Are,’ leverag-
ing technology for a personalized and 
empowered travel experience. Air India 
Express offers amenities such as Gour-
mair hot meals, comfortable seating, 
pioneering in-flight entertainment with 
AirFlix, and exclusive loyalty benefits 
through the Tata NeuPass rewards 
program.

Johanna Koch, Vice President Cor-
porate Sales Southeast Asia & Indian 

Subcontinent, Lufthansa Technik, said: 
“We extend our gratitude to Air India 
Express for entrusting us with their vital 
maintenance needs. Lufthansa Technik 
holds this collaboration in high regard 
and eagerly anticipates the develop-
ment of this new and mutually benefi-
cial partnership.”  

In January 2022, Air India Express, 
along with Air India, witnessed a success-
ful privatization process, with owner-
ship returning to the Tata group, which 
initially founded Air India. This strategic 
move aligns with the Tata group’s com-
mitment to the aviation sector.

The agreement between Lufthansa 
Technik and Air India Express repre-
sents a significant step in enhancing 
the operational reliability and growth 
prospects for the Indian airline, leverag-
ing the industry-leading expertise and 
experience of the international MRO 
provider. The collaboration is expected 
to contribute positively to the efficiency 
and performance of Air India Express’s 
Boeing 737-800 fleet 

The Lufthansa Technik 
contract outlines the overhaul 

of a minimum of three CFM 
International CFM56-7B engines, 
specifically for the Boeing 737-
800 fleet operated by Air India 

Express.

Lufthansa Technik to provide 
engine support for 

Air India Express fleet 
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Godrej Aerospace and Paninian partnership will create 
value for Aerospace customers to help accelerate the Design 
and Development of Gas Turbine Engines for Aerospace and 
Naval Applications.

This partnership aims to create value 
for Aerospace customers to help ac-
celerate the Design and Development 
of Gas Turbine Engines for Aerospace 
and Naval Applications. This MoU brings 
together Paninian’s expertise in Design, 
Development and Validation of Com-
plex Systems like AeroEngines, Power 
Plant Systems and Godrej’s expertise in 
Manufacturing, Assembly and Systems 
Integration for Aerospace application.

Paninian has been working towards 
development of 3-12 KN of Turbojet 
and Turbofan engines for Aerospace 
applications. Godrej Aerospace on its 
part is beefing up its manufacturing 
capabilities by setting up a new campus 
dedicated for Aerospace 

Godrej Aerospace Signs MoU 
with Paninian for small aero 
engines development

India is marching ahead in aerospace 
manufacturing and development 

with latest join ventures and MoU’s 
being singed every passing day. Just 
recently Godrej Aerospace has signed 

an MoU with Paninian for Indigenous 
Design and Development of Small Aero 
Engines for Aerospace and Naval ap-
plications.

Paninian is a deeptech start-up.
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FEATURE

A
vionics as the word ap-
pears, is quite simply a 
combination of aviation 
and electronics. Avionics 
encompasses the entire 

range of electronic systems that work 
in tandem with other systems like flight 
control systems, engine controls, flight 
recorders, communications, navigation, 
threat detection, weather radar, electro-
optic (EO/IR) systems, fuel systems, and 
performance monitors. Therefore, the 
criticality of aircraft avionics cannot be 
underscored enough, as sensitive, and 
delicate as these systems may be. 

AVIONICS 
REPAIR AND 
TESTING 
SYSTEMS
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Modern-day avionics cover key areas 
in safe and robust aerospace operations, 
and these are Navigation, Communica-
tion, Weather Systems, Monitoring Sys-
tems, Fuel Systems, Collision Avoidance, 
Traffic Alert Systems, and finally, Flight 
Control Systems. Therefore, avionics 
is very much like the central nervous 
system of an aircraft. 

To aid Navigation, avionics systems 
use satellites like WAAS or GPS, ground-
based ratio, or interior navigation sys-
tems that help a pilot gauge an aircraft’s 
position in approximation to the earth’s 
surface. Radio systems are used in case 

of emergencies. 
Communication is regarded as the 

most crucial part of avionics and en-
sures safety above all. This system con-
nects the pilot with the ground station 
and authorities and allows the impor-
tant flow of communication that works 
towards making the passage of the air-
craft incident-free. The popular air band 
used is between 118 MHz and 136.976. 
There are some highly sophisticated 
aircraft avionics available that can even 
reach up to artificial satellites.

Weather systems warn the commander 
of an aircraft of imminent weather 
vagaries like excessive precipitation, 
turbulence, and inclement weather con-
ditions. Having been forewarned, pilots 
can cruise at safe levels and flight paths, 
for turbulence avoidance. There are 
weather systems for lighter aircraft that 
can detect lightning, stormy weather, 
and similar. 

Monitoring systems include a set of 
gauges, dials, and other sophisticated 
instrumentation, bringing in computerisa-
tion in aircraft navigation and operations.

However, the advancements come 
with a downside, especially if the pilot 
wants to balance automation with some 
manual functions.

Fuel system takes care of every aircraft 
that needs fuel calculated to give an 
idea of remaining fuel and manage 
related tasks that fuel efficiency. 

Collision Avoidance and Traffic Alert 
this technology detects other aircraft 
and alerts pilots about possible colli-

sions. It comes with software that pro-
vides instructions after seeing potential 
accidents and ground-proximity warn-
ing systems for additional safety.

Flight Control Systems prevent pilot 
error, especially during critical opera-
tions like landing and take-off. It is a 
critical part of avionics, and regulatory 
mandates require constant testing of 
the system to ensure what comes first 
to aviation. SAFETY. 

Avionics Test Equipment & Its Role
Avionics Systems play a critical role in 

aircraft safety and performance. These 
systems then must be designed and 
tested for endurance, reliability, and 
safety of aircraft and engine compo-
nents, and full systems. These help 
aircraft operate at peak efficiency, main-
tain schedules, and allow engineering 
teams at airline and aircraft companies 
to follow regulator guidelines, specifica-
tions, and standards in letter and spirit. 

Avionics repair and testing equipment 
is for calibration, inspection, evaluation, 
and testing of various aircraft de-
vices. This helps resolve electrical and 
mechanical problems, conduct perfor-
mance checks, and repair the brakes and 
other components of the aircraft.

Such equipment is necessary for test-
ing Aircraft structures, through many 
levels of testing, to be deemed airwor-
thy by the FAA and other regulators and 
Defence departments across the globe.

 
Types of Avionics Repair and Testing 
Equipment

7 basic types make up avionics as it is today.  Depending on the aircraft type, some require simple 
systems such as searchlights for a police helicopter, while others demand more sophisticated, complex 
functions required by combat aircraft. 
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Avionics test equipment can be di-
vided into two categories: General Test 
equipment and Specific Test equipment. 

General test equipment while perform-
ing tests on avionics systems, covers diag-
nostics, fault detection, and performance 
measurements. Specific test equipment 
is used to test specific components or 
systems of a particular type of aircraft.

Common testing equipment includes 
items like signal generators, digital volt-
meters, autopilot servo test stands for 
clutch torque evaluation, and vacuum 
and pressure instrument chambers 
amongst several others.

 Bench-type equipment is primarily 
used for the repair and alignment of 
avionics equipment. 

Testing includes individual compo-
nents, systems, and entire airframe 
structures, like coupon tests, and full-
scale airframe tests.

Avionics testing equipment is a 
group of systems used in the research, 
development, manufacturing, testing, 
and maintenance of electronic com-
munications systems in aircraft. It plays 
a critical role in the end-to-end design, 
development, and maintenance of all 
types of aircraft systems intended for 
military, commercial, and private ap-
plications. 

Common Avionics Test Equipment tests 
and troubleshoots in real-time and 
provide feedback and continuous data. 

Data capture is very important so that 
the system being tested can be cor-
rectly put back into service. 

A multi-protocol board, allows engi-
neers to simulate different conditions 
for testing an entire avionics system. It 
acts as a one-stop solution to test the 
entire avionics system.

Boards that work with MIL-STD-1553 
and ARINC-429 are in use in simulated 
scenarios. However, with newer avionic 
technology inducted in the aviation 
sector, not only ensures inevitable up-
grades, but ushers in cost-effectiveness.

Avionics Testing Examples
The Preservation of black boxes in air-

craft mishaps is a fine example of what 
an avionics test equipment can do. It 
determines how the black box commu-
nicates and mainly receives and stores 
crucial information and its effectiveness 
in times of crisis. 

For example, the ARINC-717 standard 
is widely used for telecommunications 
inside an aircraft. 

Periodic tests as part of regulatory 
mandates are on parts that tend to de-
grade over time, they need to be tested 
regularly to detect any potential issues, 
and quick replacement if required. 

Standalone testing equipment allows 
companies to finetune their systems 
according to their needs and budgetary 
requirements.

Modern Avionics Testing Equipment
With the more and more sophisticated 

avionics systems out in the market, can 
only result in better testing and simula-
tion methods, producing better and 
safer aircraft performance. 

Some examples are Real-time testing 
and simulation to avoid the overhead of 
logistics; Customized reports according to 
the type of system used; and Automated 
testing systems attached to the aircraft.

Such advancements have their own 
set of challenges for the manufacturer 
as they add to overhead costs. There is 
then a demand for more cost-effective 
solutions that will see a boom in this 
market if made possible.

Says Andrew Reilly of Aerospace 
TechReview, quoting industry experts, 
“Development cycle efficiency will also 
increasingly involve automation driven 
by artificial intelligence and machine 

FEATURE

Use of standardized modules that include measuring technology, signal conditioning, power control 
units, software, and hardware, to implement customer requirements quickly and efficiently for functional 
testers and production testing. 

The above image shows the ARA-552 Radio Altimeter Analog Adapter, designed to facilitate flight line 
testing of aircraft auto land systems, ground proximity warning systems, and installed altimeter systems. 
Together with the ARA-552 Hand Held Controller, can test a wide range of analog altimeters in different 
aircraft variants. 
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learning,” Intelligent automation is one 
way to approach these challenges 

Cloud testing is another method that 
helps engineers save time, money, and 
effort. A centralized testing system 
where data can be stored and uploaded 
for all concerned to view in real-time 
can help engineers take timely correc-
tive action where applicable.

Improvements in software are a fo-
cal point. Software upgrades for both 
development and test avionics systems 
can be improved for efficient data col-
lection and subsequent carrying out 
prompt repairs and corrections.

Troubleshoot, repair, and test all air-
craft avionic and electrical systems is as 
part of any heavy maintenance activity 
or modifications. They include actions 
like installing new systems, upgrad-
ing, or modifying existing systems like 
Air-to-Ground communication, Cockpit 
avionics, In-flight entertainment, or up-
grading Digital and Analog systems, and 
more. Therefore, adherence to testing 

the avionics systems to ensure reliable, 
safe, and robust operations is an abso-
lute must, for operators of all sizes and 
complexity of their assets. 

Conclusion
With a constantly changing industry 

that is heavily regulated to ensure a 
safe flying environment for all stake-
holders, the demand for advanced avi-
onic test equipment, both customizable 
and easily programmable will remain 
and grow. Better R&D equipment and 
testing calibre will only get better. 

The applications are widespread as 
they include monoplanes, commercial 
aircraft, helicopters, unmanned aerial 
vehicles, spacecraft, and business jets. 
Of course, the degree of sophistica-
tion demanded would depend on the 
complex and state-of-the-art nature of 
the flying machine. The most advanced 
avionic systems are capable of not only 
handling multiple tasks, but also opti-
mizing functions, integrating multiple 

functions to simplify maintenance, 
improve performance, and keep costs 
down at the same time.

Top Leading Companies in the Avionics 
Market: Top 10 By Revenue

 Ó BAE Systems (UK)
 Ó Avilution LLC (US)
 Ó Cobhamn PLC (UK)
 Ó Thales Group (France)
 Ó CCX Technologies (Canada)
 Ó Garmin Ltd. (US)
 Ó Collins Aerospace (US)
 Ó Honeywell International Inc (US)
 Ó General Electric (US)
 Ó L3Harris Technologies. Inc. (US)
 Ó Excalibur Systems is a popular com-

pany in the (US) and across the globe 

Reference Credit:

Kinsleyexhaust.com

ascentmro.com

mil-1553.com 

avm-mag.com 

viavisolutions.com    
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We care about the aeropsace engine 
industry and don’t believe in 
‘one size fits all’ solutions
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Mahindra Aerostructures to supply 
metallic components for Airbus fleet

Under the terms of the contract, MASPL will supply a diverse range of nearly 
5000 metallic components to Airbus in Germany leveraging its state-of-the-art 

manufacturing base in India. 

Mahindra Aerostructures Pvt Ltd 
(MASPL) and Airbus Aerostruc-

tures GmbH In a significant develop-
ment for the aerospace industry,  have 
inked a new contract. This agreement 
encompasses the manufacturing and 
delivery of metallic components for 
all Airbus commercial aircraft models, 
with a particular focus on the widely 
acclaimed A320 family. The collabora-
tion solidifies Mahindra’s commitment 
to the ‘Make In India’ initiative, expand-
ing its role as a key player in aerospace 
manufacturing.

Under the terms of the contract, 
MASPL is poised to supply a diverse 
range of nearly 5000 metallic compo-
nents to Airbus in Germany. Leveraging 
its state-of-the-art manufacturing base 
in India, MASPL is set to contribute 
significantly to Airbus’s supply chain. 
This collaboration builds upon existing 
programs where MASPL directly deliv-
ers parts to Airbus facilities in Toulouse, 
France.

The new contract between Mahin-
dra Aerostructures Pvt Ltd and Airbus 
signifies a strategic collaboration 
that extends beyond geographical 
boundaries. This partnership not only 
strengthens the aerospace manufactur-
ing capabilities of Mahindra but also 

aligns with broader initiatives promot-
ing indigenous manufacturing under 
the ‘Make In India’ campaign. As these 
two industry leaders join forces, the 
aerospace sector witnesses a powerful 
synergy that promises growth, innova-
tion, and sustained excellence.

Vinod Sahay, President of Aerospace 
& Defence & CPO and Auto & Farm 
Sectors, Mahindra said, “The Mahin-
dra Group is proud of its relationship 
with Airbus. With this new contract we 
further expand our relationship and 
increase our participation in the ‘Make 
In India’ initiative of Government of 
India. We look forward to delivering on 
our commitments and continuing this 
journey of collaborative growth.”

MASPL has been a direct supplier to 
the Airbus Group since 2015, show-
casing a track record of reliability and 
excellence in the aerospace sector. The 
company collaborates with Airbus on 

various initiatives, earning recognition 
as a D2P “Challenger” for three consec-
utive years in the Sheet Metal domain. 
Furthermore, MASPL holds a level “A” in 
the Airbus Industrial Process Capability 
Assessment (IPCA+) and secured the 
“Best Performer” award in the 2023 
Airbus Supplier Quality Improvement 
Program (SQIP) awards.

“MASPL is privileged to be an Airbus 
supplier and we greatly appreciate 
their continued support to our growth 
initiatives. This award is a significant 
expansion of our Airbus portfolio and 
offers further opportunities for us to 
work with Airbus on performance, sus-
tainability, and operational excellence,” 
said Arvind Mehra, Managing Director & 
CEO, Mahindra Aerostructures.

Representing the Mahindra Group’s 
aerospace manufacturing interests, 
MASPL operates a cutting-edge 
250,000-square-foot plant near Banga-
lore, India. The facility boasts compre-
hensive capabilities, including sheet 
metal and machined parts manufactur-
ing, welding, finishing, and assembly. 
Holding AS9100D and 6 NADCAP certi-
fications along with various customer 
accreditations, MASPL positions itself as 
a reliable and quality-driven partner in 
the aerospace supply chain 
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Aerolloy Technologies to provide Made-in-
India Titanium castings parts for Dassault jets

Aerolloy Technologies Limited has signed a contract with Dassault Aviation for the supply of a 
comprehensive range of Titanium castings parts manufactured in India for  Aviation’s Rafale fighter jet 

and Falcon business jet.

Aerolloy Technologies Limited, a 
subsidiary of PTC Industries Limited, 

has entered into a multi-year agree-
ment with Dassault Aviation for the sup-
ply of Titanium castings parts manufac-
tured in India. The partnership, slated 
to commence in 2024, will see Aerolloy 
producing a comprehensive range of Ti-
tanium castings parts for Dassault Avia-
tion’s Rafale multirole fighter aircraft 
and Falcon business jet program.

This agreement underscores the joint 
commitment of both companies to 
the ‘Make in India’ and Aatmanirbhar 
Bharat initiatives championed by the 
Government of India. This collaboration 
between Aerolloy Technologies and 
Dassault Aviation not only contributes 
to the advancement of aerospace capa-
bilities in India but also exemplifies the 
global aerospace giant’s commitment 
to fostering technological ecosystems 
beyond national borders.

Sachin Agarwal, Chairman and Man-
aging Director, PTC Industries said, 

“Through this agreement, Aerolloy 
Technologies is poised to contribute 
significantly to the enduring success of 
Make in India – Make for the World.  As 
the only India-based manufacturer of 
critical titanium cast parts, we are eager 
to leverage our capabilities to support 
the growing requirements of the various 
aircraft in Dassault Aviation’s portfolio.”  

The Falcon 6X, part of Dassault’s busi-
ness jet lineup, is set to benefit from 
Aerolloy’s contributions. The Falcon 6X 
redefines the business jet travel experi-
ence, offering added comfort, safety, 
and technology. With the tallest and 
widest cabin in business aviation, the 
Falcon 6X provides unparalleled spa-
ciousness. Its impressive range of 5,500 
nautical miles and Maximum Mach 
Operating speed of Mach 0.90 enable it 
to connect to major business centers.

Bruno Coiffier, Senior Executive Vice 
President Purchasing, Dassault Avia-
tion said, “This strategic collaboration 
salutes the expertise of Aerolloy 

Technologies joining Dassault Aviation’s 
worldwide global supply chain for the 
cutting-edge Rafale and Falcon jets. It 
also illustrates, Dassault Aviation’s aim 
to contribute to the success of a robust 
ecosystem within India and beyond, for 
the supply of critical components thus 
demonstrating its total dedication to 
the Make in India Policy.”      

The cabin of the Falcon 6X is designed 
for freedom of movement, privacy, and 
relaxation, allowing for customization 
to specific needs. The aircraft blends 
flexible working and living spaces 
with ergonomically designed comfort, 
creating a conducive environment for 
passengers during long-haul journeys. 
Additionally, the Falcon 6X incorporates 
advanced technologies, from digital 
systems to near-perfect aerodynamics, 
ensuring a unique and superior flying 
experience. Notably, the aircraft is com-
patible with Sustainable Aviation Fuel 
(SAF), aligning with sustainable aviation 
practices 

L to R: Sachin Agarwal, Chairman and Managing Director, PTC Industries and Bruno Coiffier, Senior Executive Vice President Purchasing, 
Dassault Aviation during the signing ceremony
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Tata Advanced Systems to provide advanced 
composites for Boeing commercial fleet

TASL, a subsidiary of Tata Sons will supply Boeing Commercial Airplanes advanced composite assemblies 
for the 737 MAX, 777X, and 787 Dreamliner jets with plans to carry out the manufacturing of these 

components at its composite facilities located in Bengaluru and Nagpur.

Tata Advanced Systems Limited 
(TASL) has solidified its collabora-

tion with Boeing Commercial Airplanes 
(BCA) through the signing of a contract 
to manufacture and supply advanced 
composite assemblies for Boeing’s 737 
MAX, 777X, and 787 Dreamliner aircraft. 
TASL, a subsidiary of Tata Sons, plans 
to carry out the manufacturing of these 
components at its composite facilities 
located in Bengaluru and Nagpur.

This contract marks a significant step 
in the enduring partnership between 
Boeing and Tata, underscoring TASL’s 
commitment to co-developing India’s 
growing aerospace manufacturing eco-
system. The agreement positions TASL 
as a key contributor to this dynamic col-
laboration, emphasizing the company’s 
role in advancing India’s aerospace 
capabilities.

Masood Hussainy, Senior Vice Presi-

dent & Head of Aerostructures and Aero 
Engines at TASL, commented on the 
contract, highlighting its importance in 
fostering the growth of India’s aero-
space manufacturing sector. He sees 
this collaboration as a substantial stride 
that reflects TASL’s dedication to con-
tributing to India’s aerospace industry.

TASL has been actively involved in 
manufacturing critical systems and 
components for various advanced 
Boeing products from its facilities in 
Nagpur, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad. The 
Nagpur facility is currently engaged in 
the production of advanced composite 
floor beams exclusively for Boeing’s 
787 Dreamliner. The Telangana facility 
focuses on manufacturing fuselages 
for Apache helicopters and vertical fin 
structures for the 737 family.

Salil Gupte, President, Boeing India 
said, “TASL’s steadfast manufacturing 

of critical components for Boeing’s 
platforms, highlighting the mutual 
evolution of their association. This 
contract reinforces Boeing’s dedication 
to advancing manufacturing capabili-
ties in collaboration with local partners, 
fostering growth both in India and on 
the global stage.”

The Hyderabad facility has expanded 
its production capabilities with a new 
assembly line dedicated to 737 Fan 
Cowls, working collaboratively with the 
Nagpur and Bengaluru facilities. TASL 
aims to deepen its partnership with 
Boeing, integrating India’s aerospace 
capabilities into the global supply 
chain. This collaboration is a testa-
ment to the growth potential of India’s 
aerospace manufacturing sector and the 
strategic alignment of Boeing and Tata 
in advancing the country’s aerospace 
industry 

COMPONENTS
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HEICO Subsidiary Acquires License and 
Honeywell Key Assets to support Boeing jets
The Honeywell International exclusive license and asset acquisition empower Sunshine Avionics to 
produce, sell, and repair Boeing 737NG/777 Cockpit Displays, along with Legacy Displays for Boeing 
717, ATR, and select business and general aviation aircraft.

In a strategic move, HEICO Corpora-
tion has announced that its subsidiary, 

Sunshine Avionics, has entered into an 
exclusive license and acquired key as-
sets from Honeywell International. The 
agreement provides Sunshine Avionics 
with the capability to support Boeing 
737NG/777 Cockpit Displays and Legacy 
Displays product lines. The transaction 
is structured as an exclusive perpetual 
license and asset purchase, with terms 
and financial details undisclosed.

Sunshine Avionics, part of HEICO’s Flight 
Support Group, expects this exclusive 
license and asset acquisition to be accre-
tive to its earnings in the year following 
closing. The move positions Sunshine 
Avionics to play a vital role in maintaining 
and servicing cockpit displays for Boe-
ing’s critical aircraft models.

Honeywell has been a leading provid-
er of cockpit display technology for the 
commercial aviation industry. The latest 
Display Unit (“DU”) Phase 3 upgrade for 
the Boeing 737NG/777 incorporates 
advanced glass and LED backlight tech-
nology. This upgrade ensures a clear 
representation of critical airplane sys-
tems, enhancing safety and navigation 
for pilots. The DU Phase 3 addresses 

obsolescence concerns, provides weight 
savings, higher reliability, and lowers 
operating costs compared to older dis-
continued Phase 1 or 2 displays.

Leon Gonzalez and Pablo Dominguez, 
Founders, Sunshine Avionics said, 
“This is a significant advancement for 
Sunshine Avionics, as we grow our 
capabilities and strengthen our position 
to better service our customers. This 
exclusive transaction also recognizes 
Sunshine Avionics’ talented team mem-
bers who share a passion for avionics 
and customer service excellence.”

The exclusive license and asset 
acquisition empower Sunshine Avion-
ics to produce, sell, and repair Boeing 
737NG/777 Cockpit Displays, along 
with Legacy Displays for Boeing 717, 
ATR, and select business and general 
aviation aircraft. This strategic move 
positions Sunshine Avionics to provide 
comprehensive support for these criti-
cal avionic components.

Following a transition period, Sun-
shine Avionics, based in Miramar, FL, 
will take over activities that were 
formerly performed by Honeywell. The 
company, specializing in MRO (Mainte-
nance, Repair, and Overhaul) services 

for advanced avionic component re-
pairs, has made significant investments 
in automatic test equipment (ATE) 
and boasts a skilled team of hands-on 
engineers. This ensures efficient, high-
quality repairs with reduced turn times, 
making Sunshine Avionics a leader in 
the industry.

Founded in 2004 by Leon Gonzalez 
and Pablo Dominguez, Sunshine Avion-
ics has grown steadily over nearly two 
decades. The company has developed 
a proprietary process that yields in-
novative and novel repair solutions for 
avionic components. With over 80 team 
members, Sunshine Avionics supports 
over 10,000 Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) 
repairs annually.

Laurans A. Mendelson, ‘s Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer, HEICO along 
with Eric A. Mendelson, Co-President 
and CEO of Flight Support Group, HEICO 
said, “We are proud to support Leon, 
Pablo, and the Sunshine Avionics team 
in their acquisition of the exclusive, 
perpetual license for this phenomenal 
product line. This transaction is a win-
win for HEICO, Honeywell, and our cus-
tomers, and we look forward to growing 
our strong relationship with Honeywell 
even further. Additionally, we are proud 
to insource high-skill manufacturing 
jobs to the United States, and in particu-
lar, to South Florida.”

The leadership team at HEICO looks 
forward to growing its strong relation-
ship with Honeywell and sees this 
transaction as a positive step in insourc-
ing high-skill manufacturing jobs to 
the United States, particularly to South 
Florida. In summary, the exclusive li-
cense and asset acquisition by Sunshine 
Avionics position HEICO Corporation 
as a key player in the maintenance and 
support of critical cockpit displays for 
Boeing aircraft. This strategic move 
aligns with the company’s commitment 
to excellence, innovation, and customer 
service in the aviation industry 

COMPONENTS
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW 

Innovation Soars 
with Fokker Services 
Group’s Unique 
Approach to Aircraft 
Solutions
Our interview with Fokker Services Group promises an insightful journey into the realm of tailor-
made solutions for regional and commercial aircraft. As an Independent Aerospace Service Pro-
vider, Fokker Services Group stands out with a unique blend of unmatched aircraft design expertise, 
strategic facility locations, and the nimbleness to deliver solutions adhering to the highest quality 
standards and rapid turn-around-times. Their membership in the Independent Aircraft Modifier Al-
liance (IAMA) adds a layer of transparency and endorsement to their aircraft retrofits. In this inter-
view, we delve into Fokker Services Group’s comprehensive component repair services, covering a 
spectrum from avionics to IDGs, and explore the motivations behind their pioneering repair services 
for LEAP engine accessories and LRUs. Join us as we uncover the distinctive features that position 
Fokker Services Group at the forefront of aerospace innovation. More on in the exclusive interview 
with Vincent Jansen, Manager, Fokker Services Group. Read On…..

 

Q - As an Independent Aerospace 
Service Provider, what sets Fokker 
Services Group apart in offering 
tailor-made solutions for regional & 
commercial aircraft?
A - At Fokker Services Group, we are 
able to combine the unparalleled 
skills from our workforce in aircraft 
design, and strategic location of our 
facilities, with a relatively small size 
and flexibility to remain malleable 
and flexible. In addition, we have the 
proper certifications and have Part 

21 Design Organization Approvals, 
which allow us to design our own 
solutions, meeting the most strin-
gent standards of quality with the 
lowest turn-around-times due to our 
flexibility.

Q - Being a member of the Inde-
pendent Aircraft Modifier Alliance 
(IAMA), how does Fokker Services 
contribute to creating a transparent 
and independent market for aircraft 
retrofits?

A - IAMA is a platform where indus-
try players rigorously assess and 
endorse projects. FSG’s member-
ship of IAMA allows us to submit 
our products and solutions under a 
comprehensive peer-review process, 
aligning with the high standards set 
by IAMA. This endorsement speaks 
volumes about the robustness and 
dependability of the modifications 
we offer to our customers.

Q - Can you elaborate on the range 
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of aircraft components covered in your repair services, from avi-
onics and hydraulics to actuation, pneumatics, and IDGs?
A - We are able to combine the unparalleled skills from our 
workforce in aircraft design, strategic location of our facilities 
in Europe, America, and Asia, strong OEM partnerships, quality 
approvals, OEM-trained technicians, and implementation of the 
latest technology, such as warehouse automation. This breadth 
of skill allows us to service a large number of components for an 
increasingly wide array of platforms. 

Q - What prompted the development of new repair services for LEAP 
engine accessories and line replaceable units (LRUs), and how do 
these services benefit your customers?
A - As a licensed OEM warranty repair center, we become a 
one-stop-shop repair facility for our LEAP and LRU customers, 
delivering with the most stringent standards of quality and 
comparatively lower TATs 
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Emirates launches luxury upgrades on 
Japan A380 jets
Emirates launched the upgraded four-class Airbus A380 jet at Tokyo Narita International Airport 
showcasing the Premium Economy product also featuring the enhanced First and Business Class cabins 
and refurbished interiors. 

Emirates, the renowned airline, treated 
trade partners and media guests to 

an exclusive tour of its upgraded four-
class Airbus A380 aircraft at Tokyo Narita 
International Airport. The showcase 
highlighted the introduction of the high-
ly popular Premium Economy product on 
the Tokyo Narita-Dubai route, following 
its debut in Japan in December 2023.

The tour provided an up-close look at 
Emirates’ latest product offerings, featur-
ing not only the Premium Economy cabin 
but also the enhanced First and Business 
Class cabins and refurbished interiors. 
The event underscored Emirates’ com-

mitment to advancing its services for 
the Japanese market and delivering an 
unparalleled standard of travel experi-
ence for its valued customers.

The Premium Economy cabin, located 
at the forefront of the main deck within 
the four-class A380 configuration, fea-
tures 56 seats arranged in a 2-4-2 con-
figuration. The cabin design prioritizes 
spaciousness, complemented by tailored 
features like in-seat charging points and 
a convenient side cocktail table. The 
in-flight amenities, creative menu, and 
diverse beverage options contribute to 
an elevated travel experience.

“Since Premium Economy’s debut on 
our Dubai/Narita flights, the response has 
been extremely positive and encouraging 
for us. This accomplishment exemplifies 
our dedication to providing our Japa-
nese travelers with an expanded array 
of choices, as they plan their journeys, 
ensuring service excellence and a com-
fortable yet seamless travel experience. 
Emirates Premium Economy has elevated 
the standards of travel and has taken this 
cabin’s competitive edge to new heights 
with its meticulous design and industry-
leading service quality,” said Satish Sethi, 
Country Manager for Japan, Emirates.

Narita International Airport welcomed 
Emirates’ four-class A380 flight on De-
cember 20, making it the first East Asian 
destination to receive the upgraded air-
craft with the unique Premium Economy 
product.

Emirates’ distinctive Premium Econo-
my product is now available on flights 
to 15 destinations globally, including 
major cities like New York JFK, London 
Heathrow, Sydney, Mumbai, Sao Paulo, 
and, of course, Tokyo. The expanded 
availability of Premium Economy re-
flects Emirates’ commitment to provid-
ing passengers with an array of choices 
and enhancing their travel experience.

In addition to the introduction of Pre-
mium Economy, the refreshed interiors 
on the retrofitted A380 aircraft feature 
Emirates’ signature ghaf tree motif. 
Passengers across all cabins can enjoy 
aesthetic enhancements, including new 
color palettes, carpeting, wall panels, 
and wood finishings.

The exclusive tour and showcase at 
Tokyo Narita International Airport mark 
another milestone for Emirates as it 
continues to prioritize innovation, cus-
tomer satisfaction, and the overall travel 
experience. The airline’s commitment 
to excellence and ongoing investments 
in its fleet contribute to its position as a 
global leader in the aviation industry 
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Lockheed Martin Skunk Works introduces 
NASA’s X-59 X-Plane
Lockheed Martin Skunk Works has unveiled the X-59 experimental aircraft developed in collaboration 
with NASA to address the challenge of sonic booms associated with supersonic flight. 

Lockheed Martin Skunk Works has 
unveiled the X-59, an experimental 

aircraft developed in collaboration 
with NASA to address the challenge of 
sonic booms associated with supersonic 
flight. The rollout ceremony took place 
in Palmdale, California, marking a sig-
nificant milestone in Lockheed Martin’s 
and NASA’s joint effort to mitigate the 
impact of sonic booms. The X-59 is de-
signed to produce quieter sonic thumps, 
reducing the disturbance caused by 
traditional supersonic aircraft.

The next steps for the X-59 include 
ground tests, engine-run, and taxi tests 
before progressing to its first flight, 
scheduled for later 2024. Following ini-
tial flight tests, the aircraft will undergo 
acoustic testing, including flights over 
populated areas. The data collected 
during these tests will be crucial for 
regulatory approval and could pave the 
way for new rules permitting quiet com-
mercial supersonic flight over land.

John Clark, vice president and gen-
eral manager, Lockheed Martin Skunk 
Works said,“We’re thrilled to take on 
this challenge alongside NASA, whose 
quiet supersonic technology mission 

will have lasting, transformational 
impacts for people around the world. 
This project is just one example of the 
broader ingenuity of our industry as we 
continually strive to push the envelope 
of what’s possible.We’re thrilled to 
take on this challenge alongside NASA, 
whose quiet supersonic technology mis-
sion will have lasting, transformational 
impacts for people around the world. 
This project is just one example of the 
broader ingenuity of our industry as we 
continually strive to push the envelope 
of what’s possible.”

Lockheed Martin, NASA and govern-
ment leaders attended the ceremony to 
include:

 Ó Greg Ulmer, executive vice presi 
       dent, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics

 Ó John Clark, vice president and gen 
      eral manager, Lockheed Martin Skunk  
      Works

 Ó Pam Melroy, NASA Deputy  
      Administrator

 Ó Jim Free, NASA Associate  
      Administrator

 Ó Bob Pearce, NASA Associate  
       Administrator

 Ó Dee Dee Myers, California’s Senior 
Economic Advisor to the Governor

Greg Ulmer, executive vice president, 
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics said,“The 
entire X-59 team leaned into the exper-
tise of both legendary organizations, 
NASA and Lockheed Martin, to ensure 
success for this program. I am extremely 
proud of everyone who made this his-
toric moment possible.”

The successful implementation of 
such regulations could revolutionize 
commercial air travel, significantly 
reducing flight times and transforming 
the passenger experience. Lockheed 
Martin Corporation, headquartered in 
Bethesda, Maryland, is a global security 
and aerospace company known for its 
work in research, design, development, 
manufacture, integration, and sustain-
ment of advanced technology systems.

The X-59 represents a collaborative 
effort to push the boundaries of what is 
possible in supersonic flight and address-
es longstanding challenges associated 
with sonic booms, bringing the aerospace 
industry closer to realizing quieter and 
more sustainable supersonic travel 
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Boeing strengthens 
India presence with first 
Distribution Center
This newly inaugurated 36,000-square-foot Boeing parts warehouse 
is strategically positioned to support regional aviation customers, 
maximizing fleet utilization and offer efficient, cost-effective, and 
localized spare parts solutions.

Boeing, a global aerospace leader, 
has recently unveiled its Boeing In-

dia Distribution Center in Khurja in the 
aerospace hub state of Uttar Pradesh 
in the east of the Country, demonstrat-
ing a significant stride in strength-
ening its commitment to the Indian 
aviation sector. This newly inaugurated 
36,000-square-foot parts warehouse 
is strategically positioned to support 
regional aviation customers, aiming to 
maximize fleet utilization and offer effi-
cient, cost-effective, and localized spare 
parts solutions.

Positioned along India’s Eastern 
Freight Corridor, with close proximity 
to Delhi and the forthcoming Jewar 
airport, the distribution center under-
scores Boeing’s unwavering commit-
ment to supporting India’s growth and 
self-reliance objectives. Operated in 

collaboration with logistics provider DB 
Schenker, the center not only prioritizes 
innovation and safety but also places a 
strong emphasis on sustainability.

Salil Gupte, president, Boeing India 
said, “The Boeing India Distribution 
Center illustrates Boeing’s commit-
ment to supporting the growth of this 
market, aligned with the Government’s 
Aatmanirbhar Bharat vision. This center 
will support the emergent needs 
of spare parts for Boeing aircraft in 
India, reducing lead times, improving 
availability, and supporting the MRO 
industry here.”

The development of the distribu-
tion center is part of Boeing’s broader 
initiatives in India, reflecting its com-
mitment to the country’s aerospace 
sector. This includes a partnership 
with GMR Aero Technic for a Boeing 

Converted Freighter line in Hyderabad 
and the establishment of a Global 
Support Center in Gurgaon. Boeing 
has also committed a $100 million 
investment in infrastructure and pilot 
training programs to address India’s 
growing demand for pilots.

William Ampofo, vice president, 
Parts & Distribution Services and Sup-
ply Chain, Boeing Global Services said, 
“The India Distribution Center repre-
sents another significant step forward 
in Boeing’s strategy to provide parts 
and services when and where custom-
ers need them. It also represents our 
commitment to delivering efficient, 
cost-effective solutions for Boeing’s 
commercial airplane customers in the 
region.”

Boeing’s engagement in India extends 
beyond business operations. With a fo-
cus on creating sustainable value in the 
aerospace sector, Boeing collaborates 
with over 300 local suppliers, reinforc-
ing its supply chain. The company has a 
joint venture for manufacturing fuselag-
es and vertical fin structures. With over 
6,000 employees in India and active 
involvement in community-centric pro-
grams, Boeing remains a key contributor 
to India’s aviation landscape.

Kinjal Pande, chief executive officer at 
DB Schenker, Cluster India, and Indian 
Subcontinent said, “We’re excited to 
collaborate with Boeing on construct-
ing an advanced aviation-focused 
facility in India. The complexities of 
warehousing and logistics, combined 
with Boeing’s distinctive needs, pro-
vided us with a unique opportunity to 
build an innovative setup that meets 
the distinct spares support require-
ments of India’s growing aviation 
industry. This initiative also underlines 
DB Schenker’s enduring commitment 
to India, as we expand our local pres-
ence and tailor our services to meet 
the diverse needs of customers across 
various sectors.”

In conclusion, the Boeing India Dis-
tribution Center represents a pivotal 
milestone in Boeing’s commitment to 
India’s aviation industry. By providing 
localized spare parts support, reducing 
lead times, and supporting the MRO 
industry, Boeing aims to play a crucial 
role in advancing India’s position in the 
global aerospace landscape 

(Left to right): Kinjal Pande, Chief Executive Officer, DB Schenker, Cluster India and Indian Subcontinent, 
Kevin McMurtrie, Chief Commercial Officer, APAC, DB Schenker, Roland Schmid, Regional Vice President, 
Customer Support, Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Ryan Weir, Vice President, Commercial Sales and 
Marketing, India, Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Manisha Desai, Vice President & General Manager, 
Commercial Spares & Managed Parts, Boeing Global Services, Salil Gupte, President, Boeing India and 
Ben Funston, Vice President, Supply Chain Execution, Boeing Global Services
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Indian Prime Minister Modi to inaugurate largest 
Boeing facility outside USA in Bengaluru
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 19th January 2024 will inaugurate the BIETC campus, in the 
aerospace hub city of Bangalore, with the state-of-the-art campus, constructed with a substantial 
investment of Rs 1,600 crore.

In a significant development for India’s 
aerospace industry, Indian Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi on 19th Janu-
ary 2024 will inaugurate the Boeing 
India Engineering & Technology Center 
(BIETC) campus, situated at Aerospace 
Park in Devanahalli near Kempegowda 
International Airport in the aerospace 
hub city of Bangalore, the capital city of 
the Karnataka State in the Southern part 
of India. This state-of-the-art campus, 
constructed with a substantial invest-
ment of Rs 1,600 crore, represents 
Boeing’s largest investment outside 
the United States, signifying the global 
aerospace giant’s confidence in India’s 
aviation capabilities.

The 43-acre BIETC campus is en-
visioned as a hub for fostering col-
laboration between Boeing and India’s 
dynamic startup ecosystem, private 
enterprises, and government entities. 
The facility is strategically positioned 
to drive innovation and contribute to 
the development of next-generation 

products and services for the global 
aerospace and defense industry.

According to a statement from the 
Press Information Bureau (PIB), the Boe-
ing Sukanya program was also launched 
by Prime Minister Modi during the 
event. The initiative aims to facilitate 
greater participation of girls in India 
in the burgeoning aviation sector. The 
program is designed to offer learning 
opportunities in science, technology, 
engineering, and math (STEM) fields for 
girls and women across the country.

As part of the Boeing Sukanya pro-
gram, STEM Labs will be established 
at 150 planned locations, encouraging 
young girls to explore STEM careers and 
fostering their interest in these critical 
fields. Additionally, the program will 
provide scholarships to women under-
going pilot training, further supporting 
their entry into the aviation sector.

The Boeing Sukanya program aligns 
with the government’s broader vision 
of empowering women and fostering 

their participation in sectors tradition-
ally dominated by men. By focusing on 
STEM education and scholarships for 
aspiring female pilots, the initiative ad-
dresses gender disparities in the avia-
tion industry and opens new avenues 
for women in high-skilled, technical 
roles.

Prime Minister Modi’s visit also in-
cludes the launch of a transformational 
Boeing program aimed at enhancing the 
involvement of Indian women across 
diverse backgrounds in the country’s 
aviation sector. This initiative under-
scores the government’s commitment 
to creating an inclusive and diverse 
workforce within the aviation industry.

The visit showcases the Indian govern-
ment’s efforts to promote the growth 
and innovation of the country’s aviation 
sector. The substantial investment by 
Boeing in the BIETC campus, along with 
the launch of initiatives supporting 
female participation, reflects positively 
on the strategic partnerships and col-
laborations between global aerospace 
leaders and India.

India’s aviation market has earned the 
distinction of being the fastest-growing 
in the world, driven by a burgeoning 
middle-class population, increasing 
disposable income, and a rising demand 
for air travel. The government’s proac-
tive measures and policies aimed at 
enhancing the ease of doing business 
have further attracted global aviation 
players to invest in India.

The BIETC campus inauguration and 
the launch of programs supporting 
female participation not only mark a 
significant milestone for Boeing in India 
but also contribute to the overall trajec-
tory of the country’s aviation sector. The 
Prime Minister’s visit and the collabo-
ration with Boeing underscore India’s 
potential to emerge as a global hub for 
aerospace innovation and technology, 
providing a boost to economic growth 
and job creation in the process 
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Akasa Air has ordered a fleet of 150 Boeing 737 MAX narrowbody jets 
with the announcement being made at the “WINGS India 2024” event 
in the aerospace hub city of India, Hyderabad. 

Akasa Air orders 150 Boeing 
737 MAX aircraft at Wings 
India 2024

Akasa Air, the budget carrier in a 
strategic move poised to reshape 

the Indian aviation landscape, declared 
plans to acquire an impressive fleet 
of 150 Boeing 737 MAX narrowbody 
planes. The announcement, made at the 
“WINGS India 2024” event in the aero-
space hub city of India, Hyderabad. This 
deal positions Akasa Air for substantial 
expansion, both domestically and in-
ternationally, solidifying its presence in 
India’s thriving aviation market.

Akasa Air’s order comprises Boeing’s 
737 MAX 10 and 737 MAX 8-200 jets, 
demonstrating the airline’s commit-
ment to modern and fuel-efficient 
aircraft. Notably, the order excludes the 
Max 9 variant, which has faced recent 
controversies and regulatory actions.

The significance of this deal is under-
scored by Boeing’s victory in securing 
an order for 150 Max jets from Akasa 
Air, providing a much-needed positive 
development for the U.S. aerospace 
giant. This comes amid challenges, 

including the grounding of Max 9 air-
craft following an incident involving an 
Alaska Airlines flight.

Akasa Air, having commenced com-
mercial operations less than two years 
ago, has displayed remarkable growth 
ambitions with a firm purchase commit-
ment for Boeing’s advanced 737 Max 
models. The order spans the Max 10 
and Max 8-200 variants and is set for 
delivery through 2032.

One noteworthy aspect of the order 
is the exclusion of the Max 9 variant, 
which faced grounding orders from U.S. 
regulators due to safety concerns. This 
selective approach aligns with Akasa 
Air’s commitment to passenger safety 
and underscores the airline’s diligence 
in its fleet selection.

The Akasa Air deal contributes to a 
broader trend of significant aircraft 
orders from Indian carriers, reflect-
ing the robust demand for air travel in 
the country. Budget airlines, including 
Akasa Air, are capitalizing on the bur-

AGREEMENTS

geoning middle-class segment, offering 
affordable ticket prices and driving a 
surge in air travel.

Indian carriers like IndiGo and Air 
India have previously placed substantial 
orders for over 900 aircraft with Boeing 
and Airbus, attesting to the optimistic 
outlook for the aviation sector in the 
country. Akasa Air’s ambitious order 
aligns with this trend, signaling confi-
dence in the future growth of air travel 
in India.

While Akasa Air’s order is a testa-
ment to the remarkable progress in the 
Indian aviation market, it also addresses 
passenger sentiments. Given the social 
media concerns related to the 737 
Max series, including Akasa’s order, 
the airline industry is likely to focus on 
transparency and communication to 
reassure travelers about the safety and 
reliability of the chosen aircraft.

In summary, Akasa Air’s monumental 
order for 150 Boeing 737 MAX planes 
stands as a pivotal moment for the 
Indian aviation sector. The substantial 
investment not only signifies the air-
line’s growth trajectory but also mirrors 
the broader success and potential of 
India’s aviation market, highlighting the 
nation’s status as a key player in the 
global aviation industry. This strate-
gic move by Akasa Air sets the stage 
for enhanced connectivity, economic 
contributions, and job creation, further 
propelling India’s aviation journey into 
the future 
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Rangsons Aerospace, has entered into a contract with Boeing, for the supply of tubes and ducts, 
highlighting the growing recognition of India’s capabilities in the aerospace sector.

Rangsons Aerospace, in a ground-
breaking move for India’s aerospace 

and defense industry, has entered into 
a historic contract with Boeing, solidify-
ing its position as a significant player 
in the aviation supply chain. This marks 
Boeing’s first-ever collaboration with an 
Indian supplier for the supply of tubes 
and ducts, highlighting the growing 
recognition of India’s capabilities in the 
aerospace sector.

The five-year contract underscores 
Rangsons Aerospace’s commitment 
to excellence and innovation within 
the aerospace sector. The company’s 
advanced manufacturing capabilities 
and expertise in developing critical as-

Rangsons Aerospace signs five-year 
supply contract with Boeing
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Akasa Air has signed a partnership agreement with Noida International Airport at the ‘Wings India 2024’ 
event in Hyderabad outlines that Akasa Air will base its aircraft at the upcoming Airport which is expected 
to be the largest in India.

Akasa Air to commence flights from Noida 
International Airport

semblies for the efficient conveyance of 
essential fluids make it a key contribu-
tor to the aviation supply chain.

Pavan Ranga, CEO, Rangsons Aero-
space said, “This contract marks a signif-
icant milestone for Rangsons Aerospace 
and the Indian aerospace industry. We 
are honored to partner with Boeing, a 
global aviation leader, and contribute 
towards advancing aviation technology 
in India.”

Headquartered in Mysuru, Rangsons 
Aerospace operates a cutting-edge 
manufacturing plant dedicated to 
producing critical assemblies that play a 
pivotal role in aircraft operations. These 
assemblies are designed to withstand 
rigorous conditions, including high 
pressure and vibrations, ensuring their 
reliability in constructing essential 
aircraft systems and subsystems.

One of the notable aspects of Rang-
sons Aerospace’s capabilities is its 

specialization in intricate product solu-
tions such as Satellite Communication 
Terminals (SATCOM) and Datalinks. The 
company has earned recognition for its 
design and manufacturing expertise, 
positioning itself as a reliable partner 
for complex aerospace solutions.

Moreover, Rangsons Aerospace stands 
out as the sole Indian entity with Type-
Approved Airborne Heat Exchangers 
specifically designed for helicopter 
platforms. This unique capability show-
cases the company’s commitment to 
innovation and its ability to address the 
diverse needs of the aviation industry.

The collaboration with Boeing not 
only solidifies Rangsons Aerospace’s 
global presence but also contributes to 
the advancement of India’s aerospace 
technology. As a key participant in 
Boeing’s global supply chain, Rangsons 
Aerospace is set to play a crucial role in 
supporting Boeing’s aerospace systems 

with high-quality tubes and ducts.
This strategic alliance reflects the 

growing recognition of India’s aero-
space and defense capabilities on the 
global stage. The collaboration between 
Rangsons Aerospace and Boeing opens 
new avenues for mutually benefi-
cial partnerships, fostering technol-
ogy transfer, and contributing to the 
continued growth of India’s aerospace 
industry.

As India’s aerospace sector continues 
to witness advancements and collabo-
rations with global leaders, Rangsons 
Aerospace’s contract with Boeing 
serves as a testament to the country’s 
capabilities in delivering cutting-edge 
solutions for the aviation industry. This 
landmark collaboration is expected to 
pave the way for more partnerships and 
opportunities, further establishing India 
as a key player in the global aerospace 
landscape 

Akasa Air, the latest entrant in India’s 
aviation sector, has signed a part-

nership agreement with Noida Interna-
tional Airport (NIA), marking a sig-
nificant development for the country’s 
aviation landscape. The announcement 
was made at the ‘Wings India 2024’ 
event in Hyderabad. The agreement 
outlines that Akasa Air will base its 
aircraft at the upcoming Noida Interna-
tional Airport which is expected to be 
the largest airport in India once fully 
completed, situated in Jewar town in 
the rising aerospace hub state of Uttar 
Pradesh in the eastern part of India. The 
airline is set to operate both domestic 
and international flights from this stra-
tegic location. Detailed aspects of the 
partnership, including the initial num-
ber of flights, will be finalized closer to 
the airport’s operationalization.

Noida International Airport, in its first 
phase, will feature one runway and 

one terminal, with an annual passenger 
handling capacity of 1.2 crore. As the 
airport progresses through subsequent 
phases, it aims to serve 70 million 
passengers annually. This expansion is 
critical in addressing the rising air traffic 
demands in the National Capital Region 
(NCR), complementing Delhi’s Indira 
Gandhi International Airport (IGIA), 
which is expected to reach saturation in 
the coming years.

In terms of connectivity, plans for a 
rapid rail corridor integrated with the 
upcoming rapid rail transit system in 

the NCR are underway. This rail corridor 
will not only ensure swift connectivity 
with IGIA but will also extend connec-
tions to Rajasthan and Haryana, broad-
ening the airport’s catchment area. The 
detailed project report for the rapid rail 
connectivity is expected in approxi-
mately three months, with an estimated 
project cost exceeding Rs 16,000 crore.

Additional road and rail links are being 
designed to connect Noida International 
Airport to major highways like the Delhi-
Mumbai expressway and the dedicated 
rail freight corridors. The holistic ap-
proach to connectivity and infrastructure 
development positions Noida Interna-
tional Airport as a key player in boosting 
the Indian aviation sector, meeting the 
growing demands and expectations of 
the region’s air travel landscape. This 
initiative aligns with the broader vision 
of enhancing air travel accessibility and 
capacity in India 
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ACL Airshop will continue to provide cutting-edge ULD solutions for Silk Way West Airlines fleet, leveraging 
technology to enhance cargo protection, tracking, and overall supply chain visibility.

Silk Way West Airlines extends ULD 
support contract with ACL Airshop

Silk Way West Airlines, the prominent 
cargo airline in the Caspian and Cen-

tral Asian region, proudly announces 
the extension of its strategic collabo-
ration with ACL Airshop, the leading 
global Unit Load Device (ULD) provider. 
This comprehensive multi-year ULD 
agreement marks a significant mile-
stone in the longstanding partnership 
between the two companies, aiming 
to enhance the efficiency of air freight 
operations.

This renewed collaboration enables 
Silk Way West Airlines to further 
streamline its cargo-handling processes, 
ensuring quicker turnaround and transit 
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The partnership emphasizes a mutual commitment to environmentally sustainable practices, featuring 
joint initiatives to reduce the carbon footprint and promote eco-friendly solutions within the air cargo 
industry.
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Duncan Aviation has signed a 
contract to extend its Embraer 
Service Center authorizations for five 
more years. by continuing to offer 
comprehensive support and service 
for maintenance events on a range of 
Embraer aircraft.

Duncan Aviation to continue 
as authorized Service 
Center for Embraer 

Duncan Aviation has solidified its 
commitment to Embraer Executive 

Jets by signing an agreement to extend 
its Embraer Service Center authorizations 
for an additional five years. This exten-
sion empowers Duncan Aviation’s full-
service facilities in Battle Creek, Michigan, 
Lincoln, Nebraska, and Provo, Utah, to 
continue offering comprehensive support 
and service for maintenance events on a 
range of Embraer aircraft, including the 
Phenom 100 and 300, Legacy 450, 500, 
600, and 650, as well as the Praetor 500 
and 600.

Ryan Huss, Vice President of Sales, Dun-
can Aviation said, “We’re pleased to be 
able to continue offering Embraer autho-
rized services at our full-service facilities 
to our mutual Embraer customers. We’re 
proud to provide authorized Embraer 
services in the United States to include 
drop-in services, scheduled maintenance, 
inspections, and AOG emergencies and 
structural repairs.”

Embraer Executive Jets stands at the 

forefront of innovation, design, and tech-
nology, creating a future of personalized 
private air travel. With over 54 years in 
aerospace, Embraer focuses on disruptive 
performance, advanced technology, and 
enhanced comfort in its business avia-
tion portfolio. This includes the Phenom 
100EX, known for unparalleled cabin 
comfort and operational versatility, the 
best-selling light jet Phenom 300E for 11 
consecutive years, and the technological-
ly advanced midsize and super-midsize 

business jets, Praetor 500 and Praetor 
600, respectively.

“This extension of our long-term 
relationship is the right direction for our 
company. Duncan Aviation offers world-
class facilities and excellent services to 
our customers. This agreement will allow 
us to meet the high demand across the 
entire Executive Jets network and to 
bring value to our customers with high-
level services across the USA”, said Frank 
Stevens, Vice President MRO Services, 
Embraer Services & Support.

The extension of Duncan Aviation’s 
Embraer Service Center authorizations 
solidifies the ongoing collaboration be-
tween the two entities, reinforcing their 
commitment to delivering exceptional 
service and support to Embraer aircraft 
owners and operators. The agreement 
enables Duncan Aviation to continue pro-
viding authorized services for a diverse 
range of Embraer business jets, contrib-
uting to the efficiency and reliability of 
these aircraft in the aviation market 

times for shipments. ACL Airshop will 
continue to provide cutting-edge ULD 
solutions, leveraging technology to 
enhance cargo protection, tracking, 
and overall supply chain visibility. The 
partnership emphasizes a mutual com-
mitment to environmentally sustainable 
practices, featuring joint initiatives to 
reduce the carbon footprint and pro-
mote eco-friendly solutions within the 
air cargo industry.

Vugar Mammadov, Vice-President CIS 
and Central Asia, Silk Way West Air-
lines said, “This strategic collaboration 
with ACL Airshop is a testament to our 
commitment to delivering exceptional 
service and value to our customers. 
By combining our strengths, we aim 
to set a new benchmark in air freight 
logistics and contribute to the growth 
of the global cargo industry.”One of the 

focal points of this strategic partner-
ship is the introduction of Bluetooth 
innovation for real-time ULD tracking. 
This technological advancement is set 
to optimize cargo transportation by 
providing accurate and timely tracking 
information.

 Steve Townes, President and CEO, 
ACL Airshop said,“We are excited about 
the opportunities that this strategic 
partnership brings. Together with Silk 
Way West Airlines, we will drive inno-
vation, enhance operational efficiency, 
and create a more sustainable and re-
silient air cargo ecosystem,” he further 
added. Founded in 2012 in Baku, at the 
heart of the Silk Road, Silk Way West 
Airlines operates a fleet of dedicated 
Boeing 777F, 747-8F, and 747-400F 
aircraft. The airline has signed strate-
gic fleet expansion agreements with 

Boeing and Airbus, covering a broad 
network with over 40 destinations 
worldwide.

Maurice van Terheijden, Managing 
Director EMEA for ACL Airshop said, 
“Both companies Silk Way West Airlines 
and ACL Airshop boast cultures of 
exceptional performance, making it 
an honor for us to evolve in tandem 
with our partner.”  ACL Airshop, known 
for its global presence and tailored 
ULD freight solutions, serves approxi-
mately 200 airlines across more than 50 
airports on six continents. The orga-
nization specializes in containers and 
pallets, facilitating expedited loading 
processes and optimal management of 
aircraft cargo capacity. Recent innova-
tions include the implementation of 
Descartes Bluetooth logistics technol-
ogy for real-time ULD tracking 
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Safran Electrical & Power will design and 
manufacture electrical wiring for the 
propulsion and power distribution systems 
of the VoltAero Cassio 330, including high-
voltage wiring crucial for the aircraft’s 
certification program. 

VoltAero selects 
Safran electrical 
wiring for the 
Cassio 330 electric-
hybrid aircraft

VoltAero and Safran Electrical & Power formed a 
pivotal partnership on clean-sheet electric-hybrid 

aircraft, the Cassio 330, with a contract for the supply 
of electrical wiring. This reaffirms Safran’s standing as a 
key partner in VoltAero’s innovative e-airplane project. 
Under this contract, Safran Electrical & Power will de-
sign and manufacture electrical wiring for the propul-
sion and power distribution systems of the Cassio 330, 
including high-voltage wiring crucial for the aircraft’s 
certification program. Notably, the wiring is engineered 
to withstand altitudes and power ratings up to 800 
Volts in continuous operation, with a focus on resisting 
partial discharge phenomena. Despite being compa-
rable in size to conventional aircraft wiring, the Cassio 
wiring will handle power levels twice as high.

The partnership extends from a 2020 agreement 
related to the Cassio 330’s electric-hybrid propulsion 
system. Beyond electrical wiring, Safran Electrical & 
Power is set to supply the ENGINeUS 100 electric mo-
tor, featuring a peak power exceeding 150 kW during 
takeoff. This motor integrates control electronics and an 
air-cooling system, optimizing the size-to-power ratio.

“The electrical wiring is a critical element of our 
Cassio aircraft, and we’ve selected Safran Electrical & 
Power based on the company’s expertise – particularly 
at high power levels,” said Jean Botti, CEO and Chief 
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Airbus inaugurates new 
German ZEROe Development 
Center

Airbus takes a significant step in 
advancing hydrogen technologies 

with the inauguration of the ZEROe 
Development Centre (ZEDC) at its Stade 
site in Germany. The center is poised to 
expedite the development of composite 
hydrogen-system technologies, focus-
ing on the storage and distribution of 
cryogenic liquid hydrogen, a key com-
ponent for decarbonizing aviation.

Leveraging its pioneering role in com-
posite technologies in Germany, Airbus 
prioritizes the Stade ZEDC’s mission to 
develop cost-competitive lightweight 
hydrogen systems, including cryogenic 
hydrogen tanks made from composites. 
The center’s scope encompasses the 
entire process—from elementary parts 
and assembly to manufacturing-related 
testing of the liquid hydrogen (LH2) 

Airbus has inaugurated the ZEROe Development Centre at its Stade 
site in Germany to expedite the development of composite hydrogen-
system technologies, focusing on the storage and distribution of 
cryogenic liquid hydrogen.

SUSTAINABLE AVIATION

Technology Officer, VoltAero. “This 
marks another important step toward 
the Cassio 330’s certification and ser-
vice entry,” he further added.

The Cassio electric-hybrid aircraft 
family, with its three versions – Cassio 
330, Cassio 480, and Cassio 600 – tar-
gets various sectors, including regional 
commercial operators, air taxi/charter 
companies, private owners, cargo, 
postal delivery, and medical evacuation 
(Medevac) services. VoltAero’s patented 
electric-hybrid propulsion system 
integrated into the purpose-designed 
airframe ensures superior performance 
compared to current competitors, 
coupled with significantly lower opera-
tional costs.

Serge Pons, General Manager & Execu-
tive Vice President of the Interconnec-
tion Systems Eurasia division, Safran 
Electrical & Power said, “We are very 
proud that VoltAero has renewed its 
trust by selecting us for the electrical 
wiring of its Cassio 330 certification 
aircraft. Safran Electrical & Power’s 
expertise is the result of many years of 
investment in research and develop-
ment on high-power technology. Today, 
thanks to our technological building 
blocks for hybrid and 100% electric 
aircraft, we are actively contributing to 
the decarbonization of aviation.” 

The uniqueness of VoltAero’s propul-
sion concept lies in the use of the EN-
GINeUS 100 electric motor during taxi, 

takeoff, primary flight (for distances less 
than 150 km.), and landing. The hybrid 
capability, incorporating an internal 
combustion engine, serves as both a 
range extender and a backup in case of 
electric propulsion issues, ensuring fail-
safe functionality.

In conclusion, Safran Electrical & 
Power’s involvement in the Cassio 330 
project marks a crucial advancement 
in the realm of electric-hybrid aircraft 
technology, emphasizing innova-
tion, reliability, and sustainability in 
aviation. The collaborative efforts 
between Safran Electrical & Power 
and VoltAero contribute significantly 
to the evolution of cleaner and more 
efficient air travel 

composite tanks. This tank develop-
ment is closely coordinated with other 
Airbus entities across the nation.

“Establishing a composite related ZEDC 
in Germany strengthens our Research 
& Technology footprint in the country 
and ensures the involvement, from the 
start, of leading  experts to support our 
decarbonisation ambition. Furthermore, 
the ZEDC will benefit from the wider 
composite research and development 
ecosystem such as the Airbus subsid-
iary Composite Technology Center (CTC 
GmbH), the CFK NORD in Stade as well as 
from further synergies from space and 
maritime activities”, said Sabine Klauke, 
Chief Technical Officer, Airbus.

Public funding, such as LuFo and Low-
er Saxony funding, supports the ZEDC in 
Stade. The center will also connect with 
the planned Innovation and Technol-
ogy Center Hydrogen (ITZ) in Northern 
Germany, contributing to the realization 
of hydrogen technology’s potential and 
furthering the decarbonization efforts 
in the aviation industry.

Part of a network of development 
centers dedicated to decarbonizing the 
aerospace industry, the ZEDC Stade 
complements activities from other Air-
bus sites in Bremen (Germany), Nantes 
(France), Madrid (Spain), and Filton (UK). 
This collaborative effort aims to propel 
a hydrogen-powered aircraft into the 
skies by 2035, aligning with Airbus’s 
commitment to sustainable aviation 
solutions 
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ExecuJet MRO Services Australia to 
support the newly launched Falcon 6X

ExecuJet MRO Services Australia will provide support for the Dassault Falcon 6X, featuring 
the largest cabin cross-section in business aviation with Engineers from the former having 

completed maintenance training approved by the EASA.

TRAINING

ExecuJet MRO Services Australia is 
ready to provide support and has 

commenced service, on the Dassault 
Falcon 6X, featuring the largest cabin 
cross-section in business aviation, 
Engineers from ExecuJet MRO Services 
Australia have completed maintenance 
training approved by the European 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). This 
six-week program includes four weeks 
of theoretical training and two weeks 
of hands-on practical training on the 6X 
assembly line, enabling engineers to 
provide line maintenance for 6X aircraft 
visiting Australia and the Pacific region.

Jason Jia, a Licensed Aircraft Mainte-
nance Engineer at ExecuJet, completed 
the EASA-certified training course in 
Bordeaux, France, where Falcon aircraft 
are assembled. The theoretical training 
took place at the international aviation 
training organization CAE in Bordeaux, 
while the practical training occurred at 

the Dassault Training Academy, an EASA 
Part 147 training organization.

Jason Jia, Licensed Aircraft Mainte-
nance Engineer, ExecuJet said, “It was 
exciting to be in France and in Das-
sault’s home. The training was practical 
and immersive. CAE provided us with 
simulator and virtual aircraft to famil-
iarise us with the aircraft systems. For 
the practical training, we were trained 
using virtual reality (VR) as well as 
actual aircraft. The Falcon immersive VR 
training devices allowed us to tour the 
aircraft from the inside to get a bet-
ter understanding of the components, 
the system, and the wiring. It’s clear 
that Dassault took the opportunity to 
include the most modern systems for 
maintainability and troubleshooting 
through the FalconScan diagnostic 
system. It provides maintenance engi-
neers an integrated and in-depth tool to 
isolate faults and test the system.”

The training covered all systems, in-
cluding engines, avionics, digital flight 
control systems, fuel systems, hydrau-
lics, landing gear, lighting, water and 
waste systems, structures, CNS (commu-
nication, navigation, surveillance), elec-
trical systems, cabin furnishings and 
connectivity, oxygen systems, and the 
auxiliary power unit. Jason emphasized 
the immersive and practical nature of 
the training, including the use of virtual 
reality (VR) to familiarize engineers 
with aircraft systems.

Dassault took advantage of the 
training to showcase the FalconScan 
diagnostic system, which offers main-
tenance engineers an integrated and 
in-depth tool for fault isolation and sys-
tem testing. The Falcon 6X, with a range 
of 5,500 nautical miles, is expected to 
operate globally, and ExecuJet MRO 
Services Australia looks forward to sup-
porting these aircraft in the region 
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Magnetic MRO, Estonia’s largest 
aircraft maintenance company with 

a global reputation, is tackling labour 
shortages in the aircraft maintenance 
sector head-on with the launch of its 
groundbreaking workforce training 
program – the Magnetic Academy. This 
initiative aims to address the shortage 
of skilled personnel by training between 
60 and 100 new aircraft engineers in the 
coming years. The program not only ad-
dresses the immediate labour shortage 
but also contributes to the long-term 
development of the aviation sector.

The Magnetic Academy sets itself 
apart by offering opportunities to 
individuals with no prior aviation 
education or experience. The program, 
which aligns practical experience with 
academic knowledge from the Riga 

Transport and Telecommunications 
Institute (TSI Riga), seeks to bridge the 
critical gap in skilled personnel neces-
sary for Magnetic MRO’s continued 
development and growth.

Risto Mäeots, CEO at Magnetic Group 
said, “Our aim is to fill a critical gap in 
the skilled workforce that is essential 
for Magnetic MRO’s development and 
growth. Aviation is not just about pas-
senger transport; it also includes vital 
services such as the transport of goods, 
medicines and food. The skills and com-
mitment of our team are at the heart of 
this ecosystem.”

As part of Magnetic Group, a global 
aviation company offering services for 
aircraft and engines, asset trading, and 
technical training, Magnetic MRO plays 
a crucial role in the industry. With ap-

proximately 450 employees in Tallinn, 
the company anticipates the need for 
around 100 new aircraft mechanics and 
engineers in the coming years.

Ene Krinpus, HR manager, Magnetic 
Group said, “Magnetic Academy pro-
vides an opportunity for those who 
want to pursue a career in aviation but 
lack the necessary background or edu-
cation. We believe it will open the door 
to aviation for many talented people.”

The collaboration with TSI Riga reflects 
the Magnetic Academy’s holistic ap-
proach, combining practical experience 
with academic knowledge. This com-
prehensive training program not only 
provides new job opportunities but also 
significantly contributes to the overall 
development of the aviation sector.

By actively addressing the skills gap 
in the aviation workforce, Magnetic 
MRO’s Magnetic Academy emerges as a 
forward-thinking initiative that not only 
benefits the company itself but also 
contributes to the growth and sustain-
ability of the broader aviation industry. 
This innovative approach to workforce 
training aligns with the company’s com-
mitment to excellence and the continued 
advancement of the aviation sector 

Magnetic MRO introduces 
new Aviation Technician 
Training program

Magnetic MRO, has launched its new 
workforce training program – the 
Magnetic Academy to address the 
shortage of skilled personnel by 
training between 60 and 100 new 
aircraft engineers in the coming years.
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Honeywell has extended its contract 
with Lufthansa Group and included 

Lufthansa Cityline as a user of its Flight 
Efficiency software. This cloud-based 
solution leverages deep data analytics 
to provide actionable insights for air-
lines and flight crews, aiming to reduce 
fuel consumption and carbon emissions. 
The software offers specific guidance 
to pilots, ground personnel, and other 
stakeholders to make informed deci-
sions on fuel loading, taxiing, and flight 
procedures, considering the impact on 

priorities like on-time performance.
Karen Miller, general manager of Hon-

eywell Connected Aerospace said, “Luf-
thansa Group has been a valued partner 
of Honeywell’s for 10 years, and this 
expansion strengthens our relationship 
by including more subsidiaries from 
the group. We are pleased that we can 
continue to improve the sustainability 
of airlines and reduce carbon emissions 
through Honeywell Flight Efficiency.“

Lufthansa Cityline, as part of the extend-
ed agreement, gains access to historical 

Honeywell to continue 
support for Lufthansa Group 
Flight Efficiency efforts
Honeywell has extended its contract with Lufthansa Group and 
included Lufthansa Cityline as a user of its Flight Efficiency software, 
to leverage deep data analytics to provide actionable insights for 
airlines and flight crews.
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flight data through Honeywell Flight 
Efficiency. This enables a comprehensive 
analysis of flight execution in comparison 
to initial plans, allowing the airline to take 
corrective measures for upcoming flights. 
The insights provided by the software 
enhance flexibility in decision-making for 
future flights, address anomalies in his-
torical ones, and solve specific scenarios.

Ralf Schulz, senior director of OPS 
sustainability development and analyt-
ics, Lufthansa Group said, “Honeywell 
has a strong track record of identifying 
and implementing initiatives to reduce 
carbon emissions, and we are pleased 
to partner with them on more efficient 
flight operations.”

Honeywell Aerospace Technologies, a 
key player in the aviation industry, pro-
vides products and services found on a 
wide range of commercial, defense, and 
space aircraft. The Aerospace Technolo-
gies business unit focuses on building 
aircraft engines, cockpit and cabin elec-
tronics, wireless connectivity systems, 
mechanical components, and more 
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ATR, the world’s leading regional 
aircraft manufacturer, Air Algérie, 

and Algeria’s largest public carrier, have 
collaborated to launch the first Digital 
Maintenance Documentation package. 
This three-year contract aims to bolster 
Air Algérie’s maintenance documenta-
tion system, optimizing the operations 
of its fleet consisting of 15 ATR aircraft.

This innovative service, provided by 
ATR, involves delivering raw data of line 
maintenance publications in XML for-
mat to be integrated into Air Algérie’s 
Maintenance Information System via 
‘AMOS.’ This comprehensive solution, 
designed by Swiss-AS, facilitates the 
digitalization of airline maintenance 
management.

Laid Bouchama, Technical Director, Air 
Algérie said, “We are proud to be the 
launch customer of this new service 
that will help us streamline our daily 
maintenance procedures, reducing 
downtime and increasing our fleet’s 
availability. This three-party coopera-
tion ensures that we all benefit from the 
greatest expertise in terms of on-the-
ground operations, engineering insights 
and digitalisation, to the benefit of our 
passengers who will appreciate the reli-

ability of our service.”
Key benefits of this collaboration 

include time and cost savings, improved 
safety and compliance, and enhanced 
efficiency in maintenance procedures. 
The digital maintenance documentation 
contract enables Air Algérie to stream-
line revision processes, distribute 
publications swiftly and in a paperless 
manner, reduce preparation time for 
maintenance checks, standardize the 
structure and format of documentation, 
enhance information consistency across 
all aircraft manuals, and automate revi-
sion tracking and document control.

Fabiano Faccoli, Chief Executive Of-
ficer, Swiss-AS said, “We are pleased to 
see that the partnership agreement re-
cently signed with ATR already benefits 
our customers, and that our digitalisa-
tion solutions are a real support to their 
daily operations. It’s technology at its 
best, making our customers’ daily tasks 
easier and ensuring they can focus on 
core and value-added activities.”

AIR ALGERIE, the national flag car-
rier of Algeria, operates both domestic 
and international flights with a fleet 
of 55 aircraft, including 15 ATR 72. 
With services to 33 domestic and 45 

This three-year contract will bolster Air Algérie’s MRO documentation system, for 15 ATR aircraft with 
deliveries of raw data of line maintenance publications in XML format to be integrated into Air Algérie via 
the Swiss-AS ‘AMOS.’

ATR to support Air Algérie with 
Digital Maintenance Documentation

TECHNOLOGY 

international destinations, AIR ALGERIE 
currently conducts over 200 departures 
per day. The Maintenance Division 
(MRO) plays a crucial role in performing 
maintenance tasks for the entire AIR 
ALGERIE fleet.

Stefano Marazzani, ATR’s SVP Custom-
er Support and Services said, “Seeing 
an established customer like Air Algérie 
placing its confidence in one of our new 
products is the best recognition of the 
value of our expertise. ATR’s new Digital 
Maintenance Documentation package 
will be a decisive tool, empowering Air 
Algérie to further optimise its mainte-
nance management processes, which 
ultimately means more reliable and 
accessible connectivity for the local 
communities.”

Swiss-AS, an industry-leading M&E/
MRO software provider, offers the AMOS 
software, an end-to-end integrated, 
highly intelligent software suite cover-
ing the entire spectrum of maintenance 
activities. AMOS, in combination with 
its mobile package, empowers aviation 
customers to digitalize and automate 
maintenance processes, increasing 
efficiency and connectivity within the 
industry 
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Lockheed Martin has announced a milestone achieve-
ment with the successful delivery of the first two F-16 
Block 70 jets to Slovakia. These highly advanced aircraft 
not only signify a significant leap in technology but also 
underscore a firm commitment to enhancing Slovakia’s 
national security capabilities. The F-16 Block 70 jets, 
manufactured in Greenville, South Carolina, stand as a 
testament to advanced engineering and technology. With 
a current backlog of 135 jets, the production line in South 
Carolina serves as a cornerstone of national security, of-
fering state-of-the-art F-16 fighter jet capabilities to allies 
worldwide.

In a move that further solidifies the F-16’s global pres-
ence, Bulgaria has signed a Letter of Offer and Acceptance 
(LOA) for an additional eight jets for its fleet. Once the 
agreement is finalized, the backlog will increase by eight, 
demonstrating the continued demand and trust in the 
capabilities of the F-16.

Deliveries for Slovakia are slated to continue through 
2025, with the first group of jets, known as a ferry cell, 
expected to arrive in Slovakia mid-2024. This timeline 
underscores the meticulous planning and execution 
required for such a significant defense procurement, 
emphasizing the importance of these advanced aircraft in 
meeting Slovakia’s security needs.

In a move that further solidifies the F-16’s 
global presence, Lockheed Martin and Bulgaria 
have signed a LOA for an additional eight F-16 
Block 70 jets for its fleet. 

Lockheed Martin 
handovers first 
two F-16 Block 
70 fighter jets for 
Slovakian armed 
forces
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Airbus Helicopters has signed an 
agreement to acquire Aerovel, a 

company specializing in unmanned 
aerial systems (UAS), and its Flexrotor 
unmanned aerial system. This strate-
gic move is part of Airbus Helicopters’ 
broader strategy to enhance its port-
folio of tactical unmanned solutions. 
Flexrotor, designed for intelligence, 
surveillance, target acquisition, and 
reconnaissance (ISTAR) missions at sea 
and over land, will contribute to Airbus 

Helicopters’ UAS offering.
Bruno Even, CEO, Airbus Helicopters 

said,“We are looking forward to wel-
coming Aerovel into the Airbus family. 
This strategic acquisition aligns with 
our vision to expand our UAS offering 
and respond to a growing customer de-
mand worldwide for additional mission 
capabilities such as manned-unmanned 
teaming. Aerovel’s expertise in autono-
mous flight technology will undoubt-
edly complement our UAS development 

DEFENCE 

Airbus Helicopters 
strengthens drones business 
portfolio with Aerovel 
takeover
Aerovel’s Flexrotor, designed for intelligence, surveillance, target 
acquisition, and reconnaissance (ISTAR) missions at sea and over 
land, will contribute to Airbus Helicopters’ UAS offering.

with the VSR700, as well as the work 
that we have been doing to develop 
interoperability.”

The Flexrotor, characterized as a 
modern Vertical Takeoff and Landing 
(VTOL) Unmanned Aircraft, can oper-
ate for over 12-14 hours in a typical 
configuration for ISTAR missions. With 
a maximum launch weight of 25 kg, 
it can integrate various payloads, 
including an electro-optical system 
and advanced sensors. Its ability to 
autonomously launch and recover 
from land or sea in a small area makes 
it suitable for expeditionary missions 
with minimal footprint.

Ali Dian, CEO,  Aerovel said, “Joining 
forces with Airbus will allow us to scale 
innovation, accelerate our mission to 
advance unmanned aviation, and main-
tain our unwavering support for the US 
military and its allies. We are proud to 
become part of an organisation with 
a rich legacy of aerospace excellence 
and we look forward to leveraging our 
combined strengths to define the future 
of autonomous systems. It will also be 
a great tribute to our Founder and Chief 
Technology Officer, Tad McGeer, who 
has spent the last 30 years committed 
to delivering innovative unmanned 
products.” 

 The acquisition will see Aerovel, 
based in Bingen, Washington, remaining 
a US-owned company and continuing 
collaboration with the US Department 
of Defense (DoD) under Airbus’ Special 
Security Agreement (SSA). The comple-
tion of the acquisition is subject to 
regulatory approvals and customary 
conditions, with the closing expected in 
2024 

OJ Sanchez, Vice President and General 
Manager of the Integrated Fighter Group, 
Lockheed Martin said, “The delivery 
of the first two F-16 Block 70 jets to 
Slovakia signifies a crucial starting point 
in bolstering the country’s defense 
capabilities. We are proud to be part 
of this endeavor and are committed to 
delivering a total of 14 jets to Slovakia. 
The integration of this proven platform 
will allow the Slovak Air Force to effec-
tively safeguard its borders and partner 
with allies across Europe, NATO, and the 

world. We stand committed to our mis-
sion of advancing 21st Century Security 
through cost-effective operations and 
strategic partnerships, ensuring the 
safety and well-being of U.S. allies.”

Today’s latest version, the Block 
70/72, builds on this rich legacy, offer-
ing unparalleled capabilities. It is set to 
be flown by six countries and counting, 
highlighting the continued relevance 
and adaptability of the F-16 in the ever-
evolving landscape of modern warfare.

 In conclusion, the delivery of the first 

two F-16 Block 70 jets to Slovakia marks 
a significant achievement for Lockheed 
Martin and a crucial step forward in 
reinforcing Slovakia’s defense capabili-
ties. The F-16’s role in safeguarding 
borders, fostering international part-
nerships, and providing cost-effective 
solutions is evident not only in Slovakia 
but also in the global demand for this 
advanced fighter aircraft. As deliveries 
continue and partnerships expand, the 
F-16 Block 70 remains a cornerstone in 
advancing 21st Century Security 
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Pentastar Aviation has announced the appointment 
of Brad Bruce as its President and CEO, a veteran 
and a longstanding member of the Pentastar team, 
previously having served as the Executive Vice 
President of Sales and Maintenance.

Pentastar Aviation 
delegates Brad 
Bruce as President 
& CEO

EXECUTIVES IN FOCUS 

Pentastar Aviation, a renowned 
global provider of private aviation 

services, has announced the appoint-
ment of Brad Bruce as its President and 
CEO. A veteran in the aviation industry 
and a longstanding member of the 
Pentastar team, Brad Bruce previously 
served as the Executive Vice President 
of Sales and Maintenance. His eleva-
tion to the top leadership role signi-
fies the company’s strategic move as 
it enters the next phase of its growth 
trajectory.

Brad Bruce brings a wealth of ex-
perience to his new role, including a 
decade of service with Pentastar and a 
distinguished background. His career 
includes four years of active duty in the 
U.S. Marine Corps as an aircraft techni-
cian, followed by the completion of a 
bachelor’s degree in flight science from 
Western Michigan University.

Edsel B. Ford II,owner, Pentastar Avia-
tion said,“Brad has a strong passion for 
serving our customers, leading teams, 
and supporting talent. I know he is the 
right leader as we approach our next 
chapter as a company. I am confident in 

our direction and the talent of our team 
to continue delivering the industry-
leading, award-winning service we are 
known for, and that our clients have 
come to expect.”

Taking over from Greg Schmidt, who 
contributed 16 years of service to 
Pentastar, Brad Bruce is expected to 
lead the company through its 60th-
anniversary celebrations and capitalize 
on emerging opportunities. Under the 
ownership of Edsel B. Ford II for the past 
two decades, Pentastar Aviation has so-
lidified its position as a premier private 
aviation services provider.

Pentastar Aviation’s diverse range 

of services includes aircraft mainte-
nance and management, private jet 
charters, FBO (Fixed Base Operator) 
services, MRO (Maintenance, Repair, and 
Overhaul) services, high-end catering 
through Fivestar Gourmet, and advisory 
services. The company’s commitment 
to excellence and client satisfaction has 
earned it a reputation as a leader in the 
industry.

Brad Bruce, President and CEO, Pen-
tastar Aviation said,“It’s my distinct 
honor to lead the Pentastar team as we 
celebrate our landmark 60th year in 
business in 2024. We have a big year 
ahead with promising opportunities, 
and I know we will accomplish great 
things as a team, taking Pentastar to 
new heights.”

As Brad Bruce assumes the role of 
President and CEO, Pentastar Aviation 
anticipates building on its success and 
continuing to deliver top-notch ser-
vices to its clients. Bruce’s experience 
and dedication position him as a key 
leader in Pentastar’s ongoing journey of 
providing unparalleled private aviation 
solutions 
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Finnair has appointed Turkka Kuusisto 
as CEO, effective by July 11, 2024, at 

the latest. Kuusisto, currently serving as 
CEO of Posti Group Corporation, brings a 
wealth of experience, having held senior 
leadership positions in Posti Group 
Corporation and Lindorff Group. Finnair 
is the sixth oldest airline in continuous 
operation and is consistently listed as 
one of the safest in the world. The com-
pany’s slogans are Designed for you and 
The Nordic Way.

”I am happy to welcome Turkka Kuu-
sisto to take the helm of Finnair and 
drive the next phases of Finnair’s strat-
egy. Finnair has restored its profitability 
after the historic double crisis, and the 
company is well positioned to continue 
to build a sustainable future, offering 
excellent connections via its Helsinki 
hub to both Finns and to customers 
traveling between Europe and Asia, the 
Middle East, and Americas. Turkka brings 
to Finnair his strong understanding 
of complex industries and his proven 
people leadership and strategy skills, 
which will benefit Finnair as Finnair now 
moves to the next phase in its strategy”, 
said Sanna Suvanto-Harsaae, Chair of the 
Board of Directors, Finnair.  

Finnair, a network airline specializing in 
connecting passenger and cargo traffic 
between Asia, the Middle East, North 
America, and Europe, is the only airline 
with year-round direct flights to Lapland. 
Sustainability is a core focus for Finnair, 
aiming to achieve carbon neutrality by 
the end of 2045. As a member of the 
oneworld alliance, Finnair’s shares are 
quoted on the Nasdaq Helsinki stock 
exchange.

”Finnair embodies to me Finnish spirit 
and global connections, and it has a 
long and unique heritage as a 100-year 
old airline. I am excited and humble to 
take on the role of CEO in this iconic 
company. Working side by side with all 
Finnair colleagues and carefully listening 
to our customers, I trust our joint journey 

will be a successful one”, said Turkka 
Kuusisto, CEO, Posti Group Corporation.

Finnair is the flag carrier and largest 
full-service legacy airline of Finland, with 
headquarters in Vantaa on the grounds 
of Helsinki Airport, its hub. Finnair and 
its subsidiaries dominate both domestic 
and international air travel in Finland. 
Finnair and its subsidiaries dominate 
both domestic and international air 
travel in Finland. Its major shareholder is 

Finnair, a network airline specializing in connecting passenger and 
cargo traffic between Asia, the Middle East, North America, and 
Europe, is the only airline with year-round direct flights to Lapland.

Finnair names Turkka 
Kuusisto as CEO
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the government of Finland, which owns 
55.9% of its shares. Finnair is a member 
of the Oneworld airline alliance 
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IFS, the global cloud enterprise soft-
ware company, has appointed Stepha-

nie Poore as the new Managing Director 
for its UK and Ireland business, effective 
immediately. Poore, previously the 
Sales Director UKI, succeeds Alan Laing, 
who takes on the role of Chief Cus-
tomer Strategist of South West Europe 
and Latin America, as well as Chair-
man of UK&I, focusing on driving 
IFS’s regional customer 

Stephanie Poore is set to lead IFS UK 
and Ireland towards continued growth, 
emphasizing customer-centric strategies 
and revenue generation underlining IFS’s 
commitment to promoting strong, diverse 
leadership within the company. 

IFS names Stephanie 
Poore as Managing 
Director for UK and 
Ireland
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success. Poore’s promotion reflects her 
consistent performance since joining IFS 
in 2016. With a strong leadership track 
record and deep understanding of cus-
tomer needs, Poore is set to lead IFS UK 
and Ireland towards continued growth, 
emphasizing customer-centric strate-
gies and revenue generation. This move 
underlines IFS’s commitment to promot-
ing strong, diverse leadership within the 

company.
André Robberts, President 

for South & Western 
Europe & LATAM, IFS 

said, “We are thrilled 
to have Stephanie 

head up our UK and 
Ireland operations. 

Her exceptional 

leadership qualities, coupled with a 
profound understanding of our industry 
and market, make her the ideal choice 
for this role. Stephanie’s dedication to 
advocating for women in technology, 
including her active position within the 
IFS Global Women committee, further 
aligns with our values at IFS. These 
values include our commitment to sup-
porting the development of women in 
leadership within technology and pro-
viding equitable opportunities based 
on merit. As IFS continues to grow at 
an accelerated pace, ensuring we have 
a diverse talent pool will be key to our 
differentiation and success.”

During her eight-year tenure at IFS, 
Poore has demonstrated leadership 
excellence and was awarded Global 
Sales Director of the Year in 2022. She 
is also the founder of the Women in ERP 
Podcast, dedicated to advocating for 
diversity within the technology sector.

Stephanie Poore Managing Director 
for UK and Ireland, IFS said, “I am both 
honored and excited to step into the 
role of Managing Director for IFS in the 
UK and Ireland. This opportunity is not 
just a professional milestone for me but 
also a testament to IFS’s commitment 
to nurturing diverse leadership. I look 
forward to leading our talented team 
towards continued growth and innova-
tion, while maintaining our focus on 
delivering customer-centric solutions. 
Together, we will strive to reinforce IFS’s 
position as a leader in the enterprise 
software space.”

As part of the strategic shift to drive 
increased customer focus, Alan Laing 
takes on the position of UK&I Chair-
man, aiming to promote and accelerate 
IFS’s customer success and customer 
value within the region. IFS expresses 
gratitude to Laing for his significant 
contributions to the rapid growth of the 
UK business over the past five years 
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Thales Germany provides its clients with cutting-edge, extremely secure, and readily available 
communication, radar, and information systems both domestically and internationally.

Christoph Ruffner named 
CEO for Thales Germany
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Thales, a global leader in the 
Defence & Security, Aero-

nautics & Space, and Digital 
Identity & Security sector 

has named Christoph Ruff-
ner as CEO and Country 
Director, effective January 
1, 2024. Thales is a global 

leader in the Defence 
& Security, Aeronautics 
& Space, and Digital 
Identity & Security sec-
tors. Philippe Duhamel, 
Executive Vice President, 
Thales, Defence Mission 
Systems, will supervise 
Christoph Ruffner.
Prior to joining, Chris-

toph Ruffner was Head of 
the Spectrum Dominance 

& Airborne Solutions Divi-
sion at Hensoldt. He served 

as a member of Hensoldt AG’s 
Executive Committee in this 

capacity. Prior to this, Ruffner 
worked for the Airbus 

Group in a 
va-

riety of managerial roles that 
included overseeing staff, sales, 
development, transformation, and 
staff activities.

Bernhard Gerwert, Chairman of 
the Supervisory Board of Thales 
Germany said, Christoph Ruffner is 
a highly experienced manager who 
has already successfully mastered 
major challenges at Hensoldt with 
his many years of experience in the 
defence segment and his proximity 
to customers. We are delighted that 
Thales has been able to recruit him 
for this strategic position.

One of the biggest national 
organisations in the Thales Group, 
with over 2,000 people spread 
over nine locations and its own 
production and development facili-
ties, is Thales Germany, which has 
been based in Germany for more 
than 140 years. As a well-known 
member of the German high-tech 
sector, Thales Germany provides its 
clients with cutting-edge, extremely 
secure, and readily available com-
munication, radar, and information 

systems both domestically 
and internationally. It also 

provides services for safe 
land, air, and marine 
traffic. Furthermore, 
Thales Germany of-

fers a wide range 
of cybersecurity-

related IT solutions. 
At its Ulm location, 

the business also 
develops and 
produces satel-
lite compo-
nents 
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2024

Date Event Venue
12 – 14 Feb 2024 African Air Expo Cape Town, South Africa

14 – 15 Feb 2024 MRO Latin America San José, Costa Rica

20-24 Feb 2024 Singapore Airshow Changi Exb 
Centre,Singapore

27-29 Feb 2024 MRO XPO INDIA New Delhi, India

27-29 Feb 2024 Aircraft Interiors INDIA New Delhi, India

28-29 Feb 2024 Aerospace & Defence 
MRO South Asia 2024 New Delhi, India

28 – 29 Feb 
2024 Aviation Festival Asia Suntec, Singapore

28 Feb – 01 Mar 
2024 Aero-Engines Americas Miami, FL, USA

29 Feb – 01 Mar 
2024

Engine Leasing, Trading & 
Finance Americas FL, USA

05 –0 6 Mar 
2024 Aircraft Interiors Middle East 2024 Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates
05 –0 6 Mar 

2024 MRO Middle East Dubai, UAE

7 – 8 Mar 2024 PBExpo 2024 Miami, FL, USA

12 – 14 Mar 2024 Aerospace & Defence Supplier Summit Seattle, USA

12 – 14 Mar 2024 IATA World Cargo Symposium Hong Kong, China

26 – 27 Mar 
2024 MRO Central Asia Tashkent, Uzbekistan

9 – 11 April 2024 MRO Americas Chicago, USA

17 – 18 April 
2024 Aerospace Tech Week Europe Munich, Germany

17 – 19 April 
2024 Vietnam Aviation Forum Hanoi, Vietnam

24 – 25 Apr 
2024 Aero-Engines Asia-Pacific Hong Kong

28 – 30 May 
2024 Aircraft Interiors EXPO Hamburg, Germany

28 – 30 May 
2024 EBACE 2024 Geneva, Switzerland

30 Apr – 2 May 
2024 Global Aerospace Summit 2024 Abu Dhabi, UAE

02 –04 June 
2024

IATA AGM & World Air 
Transport Summit Dubai, UAE
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